
I live within ten blocks 260 58.6%

I live in the Sellwood-Moreland neighborhood 128 28.8%

I live in a surrounding neighborhood (Brooklyn, Eastmoreland, Garthwick, etc) 38 8.6%

I live two miles or more from Moreland Woods 18 4.1%
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444 responses
Summary

First, please tell us about your connection to Moreland
Woods.

1. What is your proximity to Moreland Woods?

2. Approximately how often do you visit Moreland Woods?
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Often: 1-5 times per week 79 17.8%

Sometimes: 1-5 times per month month 99 22.3%

Seldom: 1- 5 times per year 93 20.9%

Never: I pass Moreland Woods but don’t actually walk on the grounds 142 32%

Never: I see it from a distance and appreciate it 25 5.6%

None of the above 6 1.4%

Often: 1-5 times per week 79 17.8%

Sometimes: 1-5 times per month month 99 22.3%

Seldom: 1- 5 times per year 93 20.9%

Never: I pass Moreland Woods but don’t actually walk on the grounds 142 32%

Never: I see it from a distance and appreciate it 25 5.6%

None of the above 6 1.4%

Picking up a student from Llewellyn Elementary School 76 17.1%

Visiting Wilhelm Portland Memorial Funeral Home 20 4.5%

Attending the Moreland Farmers Market across the street 222 50%

Exercising my dog off leash 102 23%

Connecting with neighbors 74 16.7%

Exploring nature 205 46.2%

None of the above 50 11.3%

Other 106 23.9%

Picking up a student from Llewellyn Elementary School 76 17.1%

Visiting Wilhelm Portland Memorial Funeral Home 20 4.5%

Attending the Moreland Farmers Market across the street 222 50%

Exercising my dog off leash 102 23%

3. What activity draws you to Moreland Woods?
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Connecting with neighbors 74 16.7%

Exploring nature 205 46.2%

None of the above 50 11.3%

Other 106 23.9%

The mature trees 131 29.5%

The open space with scenic views 97 21.8%

Its role in providing wildlife habitat, including Bald eagles 161 36.3%

Ability to use it as an informal dog park 31 7%

Other 24 5.4%

The mature trees 131 29.5%

The open space with scenic views 97 21.8%

Its role in providing wildlife habitat, including Bald eagles 161 36.3%

Ability to use it as an informal dog park 31 7%

Other 24 5.4%

4. What do you value the most about Moreland Woods in its current form?

Second, let’s explore your opinions about potential non-
development uses for Moreland Woods.

Potential Non-development Uses for Moreland Woods

5. I want to protect the trees at Moreland Woods and keep it open space.

36.3%

21.8%
29.5%



Strongly oppose: 1 2 0.5%

2 6 1.4%

3 18 4.1%

4 38 8.6%

Strongly support: 5 380 85.6%

Strongly oppose: 1 2 0.5%

2 6 1.4%

3 18 4.1%

4 38 8.6%

Strongly support: 5 380 85.6%

5a. Comments (optional)

As Sellwood residents of almost 40 years (on the South Bluff above Oaks Bottom) we have seen

our simple, sweet neighborhood negatively impacted by so very many apartments with no

parking. Now is the time to protect what natural space remains. It is important to note that almost

all of recent development is apartments, not condos. Condos would ensure much more

commitment to the neighborhood. Apartments can house transient dwellers without this vital

involvement.

The trees help cool the neighborhood, provide protection from the sun, and provide an

irreplaceable carbon sink vital to recapturing CO2 emissions necessary to reduce unsustainable

levels in the atmosphere.

We are losing all the open space in this town - we need space and light and nature

Moreland Woods offer an opportunity to protect a beautiful neighborhood natural area. As our

neighborhood is developed with condos, lofts, apartments and large homes, Moreland Woods

presents an opportunity to take a calming walk, catch your breath and enjoy the views.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

See my comment at the end.

The Eagles that frequent the mature trees are so magestic!

It is a nice break from the densely packed homes in our neighborhood. It is a also a reminder of

the early landscape of the area.

As Sellwood/Moreland sees more condo and apartment complexes going up, natural space will

be more and more precious to both new and long-time residents.

My child used to attend Llewellyn and Ive always loved this space

As our density increases, we definitely need to preserve some viable open space. More density
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so near to our school is not appropriate.

This neighborhood is emblematic of the development across the city (nation). There is little

thought by developers, city administration, et al until the public raises a cry about loss of local

spaces and open areas. The protection time, money, effort put into the trail along the bluff, the

sanctuary downhill from Moreland Woods and that area as a whole would be a total waste if

residential industry is allowed to pollute and violate it by dripping its ugly visual and elemental

waste downstream as "someone else's problem." This neighborhood is growing too quickly with

little or no thought to congestion and livability all in favor of density - whatever TF that means.

Save the natural spaces. Please.

As an overlook over a treasured wetlands area in the heart of the city, losing these small

windows into a high value nature area would be a real tragedy, and change the literal landscape

of a very longstanding community heart.

Although they are mature trees, they appear to be mostly Douglas Fir trees which are quick

growing. Several appear to be planted in locations that will be problematic to the point where the

trees need to be removed anyway due to toppling risk/retaining wall failure. I think it's reasonable

to ask the future developer to replace any removed trees with ones that are a larger than the

minimum size required by the city/permitting. Preserving this as purely open space has major

issues related to safety/visibility - key to park design - and safety related to the close proximity to

the bluff. We're also in a neighborhood with an abundance of local parks within close walking

distance. Maybe in an outer eastside neighborhood this would make sense to turn into a mini-

park where there is very limited access to public open space.

The city of Portland has a housing crises. One of the best ways to bring bring costs down is Tom

increase supply. This feels like a NIMBY effort to keep more people from moving to the

neighborhood, which compounds the affordability problem. I'd like to see them keep as many

trees as possible while adding more housing.

Even though we look down on Oaks Bottom, it is not easily accessible to our family on a daily or

even weekly basis. Moreland Woods is extra special because it is so close to the everyday lives

of so many people, including the few hundred children at Llewellyn.

Those aren't the only old trees in the neighborhood, and they are sort of removed from the rest

of the forested area.

I often see birds of various species (especially juvenile and adult bald eagles and osprey)

landing in the mature conifers of Moreland Woods

Keeping some or all of the trees would be nice, but not sure it’s worth public money to buy it for

that.

Regardless if the site is developed, I would like to keep the trees!

Very important to the quality of life in the neighborhood

As the built environment and density keeps increasing open space, vistas and matures are

essential to maintaing a lttle respite,

The mortuary cannot be moved. I feel the same about the wooded space.

With current development we are rapidly losing mature tree canopy



I would be absolutely devastated to see this area developed. It serves our community in so many

ways and it would be tragic to see a beautiful community space turned into another ugly building.

I would rather see safe access to oaks bottom preserved

They aren't making more to these. We should, when given the opportunity, choose nature over

development.

Especially with all the increased crowding and traffic, we need to preserve as much open and

natural space as possible. Development along the edge of the slough is unacceptable.

A small size pocket park seems like an excellent use of this small piece of land, especially next

door to a school.

With all the housing infill happening in Brooklyn and Sellwood, the buffer is needed. (That would

be infill that we were never asked to vote on, thanks for providing this survey for input from

residents.)

I want the space to remain as natural as possible but also believe that it could be valuable as a

natural community park, with, options for nature study by Llewellyn students, a few picnic areas,

and play areas similar to Westmoreland park's new play area for children. Maintaining it as a

greenspace is of primary concern, but multiple uses should be considered.

I’m hoping I chose the strongly agree option by picking #4. Slightly confusing scale. Oh just saw

that in mobile you need to scroll to see all options. You might consider making this more mobile

compatible...

Some say we only know the true value of something after we lose it - let's not let that be the case

with this natural resource!!

I could see this also as an opportunity for another connection to Oaks Bottom as well as tie into

the ecosystem of the Oaks Bottom Wildlife refuge.

We are blessed with so much park land now I think we should take better care of the parks we

own already. People should spend the energy on the parks in the neighborhood.

Save most of the trees, and selectively remove some others in order to make room for some

other needed facilities and infrastructure.

The trees are wonderful, but if the space is being converted to a multi-use park, I would not

object to a selective and sensitive removal of a few trees, if it helped the overall site plan.

we have so many areas that are being 'filled in' and I understand the pressure in an urban

growth boundary, but this space is not an old house coming down, it has natural capital of

irreplaceable value.

Please be careful to avoid giving neighbors the idea that they get to vote on the ultimate use of

this property. It is privately owned and zoned for residential development. Those decisions were

determined through a public process a long time ago. Changing those designations would

require another extensive public process.

With increased/ing neighborhood density, new homes with little or no access to outdoor space

open areas in our neighborhood are essential. I actually think that the developers should be

financing the purchase of the woods as it will only increase their property values.

It is such a lovely, multipurpose site...dogs, yes, but especially the great trees and eagle habitat.



Green space between development makes for a better neighborhood.

Mostly agree, although I would like to see options for integrating the farmer's market into this

location.

I support the open space but also understand the need for density in housing.

We haven't spent any time at Moreland Woods because it looks unkempt and my kids are

scared. It is a beautiful space that, with some TLC, could be a real gem of the area.

The trees are beautiful, peaceful & serene. They should absolutely be left as a treasure of the

neighborhood!

And even dead trees, which may provide more habitat than when they were living, should be

saved. All invasive nonnatives should be eliminated.

These mature trees cannot be replaced by others in our lifetime. They provide part of the setting

that makes this place great. I support keeping all or nearly all of these trees, and including them

as part of future uses of the space.

Save the trees!!!!!!!!

It is ridiculous to chop down old growth trees, block views, or remove an unleashed dog area.

This natural spaces within the city do a lot more than look pretty. Considering the wildlife

population that resides in our city, I believe preserving these spaces is a way for both wildlife and

people to co-exist in a city environment.

I never saw it as an option to hang out in before as I wasn’t sure who owned it, etc, but I would

visit often were it preserved and made more officially public.

I don't really car that it is kept as natural habitat; it is enough that it be open community space

Open spaces are a driving force of community spirit and togetherness. There are plenty of

developments popping up in the Sellwood-Moreland community. We need to invest in open

spaces as much as "we" invest in growing our community.

Especially with the attacks on our natural resources by this Republican Administration, I want to

protect as much as we can locally.

Keep it as is. Make it a safe place to be.

Re-Introduction of Threatend species like the Bald Eagles to the point of nesting has taken a

very long time. Us locals know the importance of maintaining proper habitat for ALL our Urban

Wildlife, and the Outsiders who come from "the south" just want to pilfer such areas for their own

desires.......Id rather be homelesss then have housing on a plot of land like this. This Moreland

Woods is the home of wild species not humans and I want to help keep it that way.

Woods & habitat as is, helps to prevent bluff erosion and landslides.

This is a great idea and could be merged with the dog park. If there is a concern about dogs

damaging wildlife habitats, the sloping area that leads down to Oaks Bottom could be fenced off

so that dogs can't access it (they don't usually anyway, but just to be safe).

Don’t let them build housing on it.

I often think of the Moreland Woods while walking the trail below at Oaks Bottom. The Moreland

Woods is a logical and ecological extension of that entire ecosystem. It must be preserved as an

necessary addition to the region.



We walk Oaks bottom 3-4 days a week. Moreland Woods provides a natural extension of this

beautiful area.

Depends on the health of the trees and proposed activities.

I’d like thank you for making this survey and giving the community a chance to speak out about

it. I absolutely love that area. When I first moved to this area I wasn’t very stoked on it, but it was

those trees and that beautiful view that made me fall in love with where I live.

I'd guess that the bluff isn't an area that you would want to destabilize by removing trees.

It has been said that Oaks bottom is enough green space, but it is a challenge for some of us to

get there. With the increased density of the immediate neighborhood, a close meditative spot will

be necessary.

I'm raising children in this neighborhood and want them to have fresh air, access to wildlife, a

respect for nature.

crucial! it is one of the few Sellwood/Moreland places where mature trees are all in one place!

Sellwood is changing too much, and we're losing too much. This feels like the first step on a

slippery slope. Pun intended.

Preserving natural spaces along the Willamette River and associated wetlands is critical for the

preservation of wildlife habitat in the area. There are a surprisingly small number of these within

the Sellwood-Moreland area already, so the Moreland Woods must be maintained for the sake of

local wildlife, local residents, and students.

It is a beautiful space and I am always in awe of the trees.

We already have massive devopment in the area so protecting the few mature green spaces is

vitally important to keeping our area vital, livable and in keeping with the neighborhoods wishes

for those that live in this area.

I work near Moreland Woods and love watching the eagles soar in the area. It's an amazing gift

of nature.

I support use as a natural area, but not as an off leash dog area.

I support protecting the trees, but I also think some amount of "structure" could be worked into

the area (bicycle pump track / skate park / etc.)

With the growth of our city and moreland becoming inner city, the access to nature is even more

important for humans to renew and refresh and connect. Having this grand example of the

outdoors right in our neighborhood could not be more important

With more and more mature trees being removed to make room for development and housing,

Portland is losing its livibility and making it much more difficult for wildlife to find protection, food,

and homes. Also, trees and plants help provide cleaner air for us to breathe.

The space doesn't need to be complete wild, but keep the trees.

Save most of the trees but we need more housing.

I think the area would be a fantastic and valuable resource for the students at the school to

develop a nature study area there. Without a doubt children need more connections to natural

areas, places they can explore and develop a bond with the natural world. This is a perfect

opportunity to provide that. Developing the site into yet another set of condos would be a sad



loss of a great resource.

Naturally. There would be no feasible benefit in removing their beauty, habitat and connection to

the local community (Christmas tree!)

I love the area in its beauty, as well as its wildlife role. I've lived in Portland all my childhood. And

recently have seen more development in the Sellwood-Moreland area that reminds me of

Seattle's urban style and congestion. Seeing the neighborhood, and city, become too much like

that, and less like the green Portland I've grown up in would make me sad. For my own self, and

for my little brothers in the elementary school (and generations beyond).

Would be a nice gathering/picnic area

I have lived 37 years in this neighborhood although I am now removed, This area from SE l4th

and Bybee to Llewellyn, where my son was a student and whose Dad is buried at Wilhelms, is a

balm to my soul. developing some of it ( perhaps in little houses) and maintaining the rest for the

spiritual development of all of us makes sense to me.

Keep the trees! It's an easy decision. We don't need more development as we're already

beginning to see large buildings barely occupy half it's residency. Keep the trees!

I grew up in a home located on an acre of land within a city. It was heavenly with giant evergreen

hosting eagles and many other birds and wildlife. Recently that same property was sold to a

developer who then cut down 550 of the 600 trees living there. It destroyed the entire

neighborhood. Many hearts were broken over the loss. It’s a great crime to kill trees and rob

animals of their habitat.

These days there are fewer and fewer places with trees as mature and beautiful as the ones we

have in the Moreland Woods. These trees have been there for decades, and are one of the

things I enjoy most about the space. They represent the natural ecological make-up of our area;

years ago, before humans changed the landscape of the Portland area, those trees were

abundant. They are a glimpse at the history of our area and should be cherished.

very few such places left in our growing city. This is important to preserve as wildlife

habitat/green space for future generations.

Without the trees, the value of the space to the community is much less.

As Sellwood residents of almost 40 years (on the South Bluff above Oaks Bottom) we have seen

our simple, sweet neighborhood negatively impacted by so very many apartments with no

parking. Now is the time to protect what natural space remains. It is important to note that almost

all of recent development is apartments, not condos. Condos would ensure much more

commitment to the neighborhood. Apartments can house transient dwellers without this vital

involvement.

The trees help cool the neighborhood, provide protection from the sun, and provide an

irreplaceable carbon sink vital to recapturing CO2 emissions necessary to reduce unsustainable

levels in the atmosphere.

We are losing all the open space in this town - we need space and light and nature

Moreland Woods offer an opportunity to protect a beautiful neighborhood natural area. As our

neighborhood is developed with condos, lofts, apartments and large homes, Moreland Woods



presents an opportunity to take a calming walk, catch your breath and enjoy the views.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

See my comment at the end.

The Eagles that frequent the mature trees are so magestic!

It is a nice break from the densely packed homes in our neighborhood. It is a also a reminder of

the early landscape of the area.

As Sellwood/Moreland sees more condo and apartment complexes going up, natural space will

be more and more precious to both new and long-time residents.

My child used to attend Llewellyn and Ive always loved this space

As our density increases, we definitely need to preserve some viable open space. More density

so near to our school is not appropriate.

This neighborhood is emblematic of the development across the city (nation). There is little

thought by developers, city administration, et al until the public raises a cry about loss of local

spaces and open areas. The protection time, money, effort put into the trail along the bluff, the

sanctuary downhill from Moreland Woods and that area as a whole would be a total waste if

residential industry is allowed to pollute and violate it by dripping its ugly visual and elemental

waste downstream as "someone else's problem." This neighborhood is growing too quickly with

little or no thought to congestion and livability all in favor of density - whatever TF that means.

Save the natural spaces. Please.

As an overlook over a treasured wetlands area in the heart of the city, losing these small

windows into a high value nature area would be a real tragedy, and change the literal landscape

of a very longstanding community heart.

Although they are mature trees, they appear to be mostly Douglas Fir trees which are quick

growing. Several appear to be planted in locations that will be problematic to the point where the

trees need to be removed anyway due to toppling risk/retaining wall failure. I think it's reasonable

to ask the future developer to replace any removed trees with ones that are a larger than the

minimum size required by the city/permitting. Preserving this as purely open space has major

issues related to safety/visibility - key to park design - and safety related to the close proximity to

the bluff. We're also in a neighborhood with an abundance of local parks within close walking

distance. Maybe in an outer eastside neighborhood this would make sense to turn into a mini-

park where there is very limited access to public open space.

The city of Portland has a housing crises. One of the best ways to bring bring costs down is Tom

increase supply. This feels like a NIMBY effort to keep more people from moving to the

neighborhood, which compounds the affordability problem. I'd like to see them keep as many

trees as possible while adding more housing.

Even though we look down on Oaks Bottom, it is not easily accessible to our family on a daily or

even weekly basis. Moreland Woods is extra special because it is so close to the everyday lives

of so many people, including the few hundred children at Llewellyn.

Those aren't the only old trees in the neighborhood, and they are sort of removed from the rest



of the forested area.

I often see birds of various species (especially juvenile and adult bald eagles and osprey)

landing in the mature conifers of Moreland Woods

Keeping some or all of the trees would be nice, but not sure it’s worth public money to buy it for

that.

Regardless if the site is developed, I would like to keep the trees!

Very important to the quality of life in the neighborhood

As the built environment and density keeps increasing open space, vistas and matures are

essential to maintaing a lttle respite,

The mortuary cannot be moved. I feel the same about the wooded space.

With current development we are rapidly losing mature tree canopy

I would be absolutely devastated to see this area developed. It serves our community in so many

ways and it would be tragic to see a beautiful community space turned into another ugly building.

I would rather see safe access to oaks bottom preserved

They aren't making more to these. We should, when given the opportunity, choose nature over

development.

Especially with all the increased crowding and traffic, we need to preserve as much open and

natural space as possible. Development along the edge of the slough is unacceptable.

A small size pocket park seems like an excellent use of this small piece of land, especially next

door to a school.

With all the housing infill happening in Brooklyn and Sellwood, the buffer is needed. (That would

be infill that we were never asked to vote on, thanks for providing this survey for input from

residents.)

I want the space to remain as natural as possible but also believe that it could be valuable as a

natural community park, with, options for nature study by Llewellyn students, a few picnic areas,

and play areas similar to Westmoreland park's new play area for children. Maintaining it as a

greenspace is of primary concern, but multiple uses should be considered.

I’m hoping I chose the strongly agree option by picking #4. Slightly confusing scale. Oh just saw

that in mobile you need to scroll to see all options. You might consider making this more mobile

compatible...

Some say we only know the true value of something after we lose it - let's not let that be the case

with this natural resource!!

I could see this also as an opportunity for another connection to Oaks Bottom as well as tie into

the ecosystem of the Oaks Bottom Wildlife refuge.

We are blessed with so much park land now I think we should take better care of the parks we

own already. People should spend the energy on the parks in the neighborhood.

Save most of the trees, and selectively remove some others in order to make room for some

other needed facilities and infrastructure.

The trees are wonderful, but if the space is being converted to a multi-use park, I would not



object to a selective and sensitive removal of a few trees, if it helped the overall site plan.

we have so many areas that are being 'filled in' and I understand the pressure in an urban

growth boundary, but this space is not an old house coming down, it has natural capital of

irreplaceable value.

Please be careful to avoid giving neighbors the idea that they get to vote on the ultimate use of

this property. It is privately owned and zoned for residential development. Those decisions were

determined through a public process a long time ago. Changing those designations would

require another extensive public process.

With increased/ing neighborhood density, new homes with little or no access to outdoor space

open areas in our neighborhood are essential. I actually think that the developers should be

financing the purchase of the woods as it will only increase their property values.

It is such a lovely, multipurpose site...dogs, yes, but especially the great trees and eagle habitat.

Green space between development makes for a better neighborhood.

Mostly agree, although I would like to see options for integrating the farmer's market into this

location.

I support the open space but also understand the need for density in housing.

We haven't spent any time at Moreland Woods because it looks unkempt and my kids are

scared. It is a beautiful space that, with some TLC, could be a real gem of the area.

The trees are beautiful, peaceful & serene. They should absolutely be left as a treasure of the

neighborhood!

And even dead trees, which may provide more habitat than when they were living, should be

saved. All invasive nonnatives should be eliminated.

These mature trees cannot be replaced by others in our lifetime. They provide part of the setting

that makes this place great. I support keeping all or nearly all of these trees, and including them

as part of future uses of the space.

Save the trees!!!!!!!!

It is ridiculous to chop down old growth trees, block views, or remove an unleashed dog area.

This natural spaces within the city do a lot more than look pretty. Considering the wildlife

population that resides in our city, I believe preserving these spaces is a way for both wildlife and

people to co-exist in a city environment.

I never saw it as an option to hang out in before as I wasn’t sure who owned it, etc, but I would

visit often were it preserved and made more officially public.

I don't really car that it is kept as natural habitat; it is enough that it be open community space

Open spaces are a driving force of community spirit and togetherness. There are plenty of

developments popping up in the Sellwood-Moreland community. We need to invest in open

spaces as much as "we" invest in growing our community.

Especially with the attacks on our natural resources by this Republican Administration, I want to

protect as much as we can locally.

Keep it as is. Make it a safe place to be.



Re-Introduction of Threatend species like the Bald Eagles to the point of nesting has taken a

very long time. Us locals know the importance of maintaining proper habitat for ALL our Urban

Wildlife, and the Outsiders who come from "the south" just want to pilfer such areas for their own

desires.......Id rather be homelesss then have housing on a plot of land like this. This Moreland

Woods is the home of wild species not humans and I want to help keep it that way.

Woods & habitat as is, helps to prevent bluff erosion and landslides.

This is a great idea and could be merged with the dog park. If there is a concern about dogs

damaging wildlife habitats, the sloping area that leads down to Oaks Bottom could be fenced off

so that dogs can't access it (they don't usually anyway, but just to be safe).

Don’t let them build housing on it.

I often think of the Moreland Woods while walking the trail below at Oaks Bottom. The Moreland

Woods is a logical and ecological extension of that entire ecosystem. It must be preserved as an

necessary addition to the region.

We walk Oaks bottom 3-4 days a week. Moreland Woods provides a natural extension of this

beautiful area.

Depends on the health of the trees and proposed activities.

I’d like thank you for making this survey and giving the community a chance to speak out about

it. I absolutely love that area. When I first moved to this area I wasn’t very stoked on it, but it was

those trees and that beautiful view that made me fall in love with where I live.

I'd guess that the bluff isn't an area that you would want to destabilize by removing trees.

It has been said that Oaks bottom is enough green space, but it is a challenge for some of us to

get there. With the increased density of the immediate neighborhood, a close meditative spot will

be necessary.

I'm raising children in this neighborhood and want them to have fresh air, access to wildlife, a

respect for nature.

crucial! it is one of the few Sellwood/Moreland places where mature trees are all in one place!

Sellwood is changing too much, and we're losing too much. This feels like the first step on a

slippery slope. Pun intended.

Preserving natural spaces along the Willamette River and associated wetlands is critical for the

preservation of wildlife habitat in the area. There are a surprisingly small number of these within

the Sellwood-Moreland area already, so the Moreland Woods must be maintained for the sake of

local wildlife, local residents, and students.

It is a beautiful space and I am always in awe of the trees.

We already have massive devopment in the area so protecting the few mature green spaces is

vitally important to keeping our area vital, livable and in keeping with the neighborhoods wishes

for those that live in this area.

I work near Moreland Woods and love watching the eagles soar in the area. It's an amazing gift

of nature.

I support use as a natural area, but not as an off leash dog area.

I support protecting the trees, but I also think some amount of "structure" could be worked into



the area (bicycle pump track / skate park / etc.)

With the growth of our city and moreland becoming inner city, the access to nature is even more

important for humans to renew and refresh and connect. Having this grand example of the

outdoors right in our neighborhood could not be more important

With more and more mature trees being removed to make room for development and housing,

Portland is losing its livibility and making it much more difficult for wildlife to find protection, food,

and homes. Also, trees and plants help provide cleaner air for us to breathe.

The space doesn't need to be complete wild, but keep the trees.

Save most of the trees but we need more housing.

I think the area would be a fantastic and valuable resource for the students at the school to

develop a nature study area there. Without a doubt children need more connections to natural

areas, places they can explore and develop a bond with the natural world. This is a perfect

opportunity to provide that. Developing the site into yet another set of condos would be a sad

loss of a great resource.

Naturally. There would be no feasible benefit in removing their beauty, habitat and connection to

the local community (Christmas tree!)

I love the area in its beauty, as well as its wildlife role. I've lived in Portland all my childhood. And

recently have seen more development in the Sellwood-Moreland area that reminds me of

Seattle's urban style and congestion. Seeing the neighborhood, and city, become too much like

that, and less like the green Portland I've grown up in would make me sad. For my own self, and

for my little brothers in the elementary school (and generations beyond).

Would be a nice gathering/picnic area

I have lived 37 years in this neighborhood although I am now removed, This area from SE l4th

and Bybee to Llewellyn, where my son was a student and whose Dad is buried at Wilhelms, is a

balm to my soul. developing some of it ( perhaps in little houses) and maintaining the rest for the

spiritual development of all of us makes sense to me.

Keep the trees! It's an easy decision. We don't need more development as we're already

beginning to see large buildings barely occupy half it's residency. Keep the trees!

I grew up in a home located on an acre of land within a city. It was heavenly with giant evergreen

hosting eagles and many other birds and wildlife. Recently that same property was sold to a

developer who then cut down 550 of the 600 trees living there. It destroyed the entire

neighborhood. Many hearts were broken over the loss. It’s a great crime to kill trees and rob

animals of their habitat.

These days there are fewer and fewer places with trees as mature and beautiful as the ones we

have in the Moreland Woods. These trees have been there for decades, and are one of the

things I enjoy most about the space. They represent the natural ecological make-up of our area;

years ago, before humans changed the landscape of the Portland area, those trees were

abundant. They are a glimpse at the history of our area and should be cherished.

very few such places left in our growing city. This is important to preserve as wildlife

habitat/green space for future generations.



Strongly oppose: 1 9 2%

2 6 1.4%

3 47 10.6%

4 80 18%

Strongly support: 5 302 68%

Strongly oppose: 1 9 2%

2 6 1.4%

3 47 10.6%

4 80 18%

Strongly support: 5 302 68%

Without the trees, the value of the space to the community is much less.

6. I would like Moreland Woods to serve as an outdoor classroom for nature
activities.

6a. Comments (optional)

I remember how impressionable that sort of exposure was to me in my early school years. It

stays with you all your life.

I think PPS should invest in making the woods accessible to Llewellyn Elementary

If it’s used primarily as an off-leash dog park I’d prefer that my kids not use the space because of

the dog poop

I would like to see a "nature classroom" constructed at the fence for the use of the school

students. A small area that they could "adopt" to learn about plants which they grew.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

There are far more "natural" spaces in close proximity.

It does not need to be showcased or utilized beyond being a natural; space. Not every inch of

land needs to be productive beyond simply being nature. If we make it into a structured area it

will exclude other activities. I also oppose fencing and barriers to protect areas that might be
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used for nature education. No fences, no barriers, no restricted areas. Just open, natural space.

Yes, we must take advantage of the space that we have in our neighborhood

Are you kidding? Bald eagles? Osprey? Right there!? Invaluable. But we also need to address

the policing of that area to keep vandals, homeless and other solicitors away. Also, please do

NOT put a parking lot in that area! Maybe allow what's left of the farmer's market to park there at

the time of the event (if there is an event now that one of the pkg lots has been sold).

This would be a wonderful idea (and one the for profit Trackers has capitalized on). Making that

even more accessible as part of a city program would be amazing.

There seems to be similar opportunities within Oaks Bottom and/or adjacent at Llewellyn School.

Oaks bottom is close by and there is much more wildlife there than in the lot next door.

There is a wildlife refuge just on the other side of the woods. A wildlife refuge is better for

environmental education than an undeveloped lot.

Isn’t all of Oaks Bottom available for this purpose?

I'm happy to volunteer my time to host any nature/planting classes... Community garden space?

Kids garden?

Use oaks bottom by preserving and giving safe access

Yes!

Moreland Woods is not only "accessible", it is essential. No further development can be allowed

at the edge of the Slough!

Absolutely support life long learning for all ages, not just school children -- could the concept be

expended multi-age?

Exactly.

This is an excellent idea for our community.

Who would own and operate the property? How it is used will depend on who owns and operates

it. Yo might try to convince Portland Parks to annex it to Oaks Bottom.

All schools in Portland should be included, especially all schools in the neighborhood.

This is what our children need.

Mostly agree, although I would like to see options for integrating the farmer's market into this

location.

Out of respect for all of the people interned at the funeral home I believe this space should be a

place of peace and solitude and respect of it's natural surrounding, NOT a dog park or an

addition to the Elementary school.

Doesn't seem like a diverse habitat.

I am in support of the grounds being used by educational groups, but there should be a

responsibility to keep the area clean and devoid of trash and domestic animal (dog primarily)

waste.

Sounds like fun

While education is important, it should mainly be left for wildlife, which needs undisturbed spaces

(that is a lesson in itself!). Paths should be minimized and it's best to have no artificial lighting.



This activity only makes sense, given the nearby elementary school.

I like that the kids can play as they wish there. I’ve seen informal huts and things like that. I’d like

it to stay aunatural.

I am a teacher at Llewellyn School and have used the space for learning activities already. I want

to see the space utilized as an extension to all classrooms in our building.

Learning about the natural habitat of the other life forms we share the city with was one of my

most valuable lessons. I also feel that children that learn to respect all life, are more likely to

value that life as adults.

Moreland Woods has high habitat value for eagles due to the mature trees. Its adjacent proximity

to Oaks Bottom provides added value. The mature tree canopy must be retained. The parcel

also has high value to residents as a scenic overlook to Oaks Bottom. But beyond that, I do not

see the remainder of the land having high habitat value.

I have a 16 month old and would love nothing more than to preserve our open and natural

spaces so my daughter can learn about this world.

Kids who learn to love nature will respect and protect it. Outsiders kids come here with no

respect for such things because where they are from is nothing but steel concrete and pollution.

To reach a child like this with nature could change their life and help them to become proper

Oregonians.

I think this is a great idea, and could be merged with the dog park.

If the classes are open and accessible to all and feature activities and learning for wide and

diverse range of people including those from outside of the neighborhood.

It is ideally located and well forested for an urban environmental classroom.

My kids will enter Llewellyn in 2019 and 2020.

never thought of it - great idea!

I support this, but I would also like this area to be available to local residents in a non-

educational capacity. Simply a place to take your dog, take a walk, or sit and look over the

wetlands. I would support an off-leash area in the Moreland Woods, but I think making the entire

area off-leash is a bit excessive. There should be a mix of uses.

The proximity to the school is an excellent "field trip" opportunity for students and teacher alike.

Absolutely.

I like the idea but Oaks Bottom can provide that for the students and others too.

An outdoor classroom would be a great use for this space. I vehemently oppose its current

and/or future use as an off leash dog area.

In view of the building of so many condos/apartments in the area with little parking for cars the

opportunity for nature in the city is very important!

Build elsewhere

This is a fantastic idea, however it only has value as a "classroom" if "students" (however they

are defined, whatever age they may be) are using it. Saying I'd like it to serve as a classroom

feels very abstract. That's like calling any open natural space a classroom. For this to be a

tangible benefit, it needs to be associated w/ specific user groups.



Kids our our future and we are art of nature, having this space to remind our future stewards of

our responsibility to the outdoors is more important than ever

With the increase of technology and loss of natural areas in the city, children (and adults) spend

less, or even no time in nature, and thus, do not develop an appreciation for it. Spending time in

nature, especially amongst tall trees (see Japanese tree bathing), can improve one’s physical,

mental, and emotional health. Learning about trees, plants, wildlife, environment, etc. in an

established wooded habitat will help children and adults create or maintain a strong connection

to our natural world.

Oaks bottom is right there. Perhaps put in a connecting trail.

I just said that.

I really hate to see anything done to it - open, natural, non-engineered/natural space is at a

premium given the infill frenzy. While density is laudable in some ways, as we've seen so much

of from developers who don't live here and are desperate for land on which to build structures

that meet their financial goals, their buildings and land use often fly in the face of the goal to

respect and maintain the lovely community character we have in Sellwood-Moreland.

While I support this concept in theory, I am very concerned about the transient camping and drug

use that already occurs at this location and behind Wilhelms. This is particularly bad in the

summer. If this space were to be dedicated as an outdoor learning classroom, how would this be

prevented? Would anyone have authority to remove illegal camping? The City has obvious

deficits and limitations in dealing with this issue on their lands. Furthermore, this could create a

dangerous situation for the Llewellyn. If legal procedures and trespassing rules were established

and followed, I would support 100%.

That would be good

I think this would be a great idea and tool for the classrooms. There's been a lot of research

recently on outdoor teaching benefits.

With the vined fencerow between the school and the woods, usage by the school would be

limited to designated field trips. I think the opportunities would be limited.

This is an excellent use for this area. Now more than ever we should be spending more time

learning about nature and how humans can live in harmony with it.

I remember how impressionable that sort of exposure was to me in my early school years. It

stays with you all your life.

I think PPS should invest in making the woods accessible to Llewellyn Elementary

If it’s used primarily as an off-leash dog park I’d prefer that my kids not use the space because of

the dog poop

I would like to see a "nature classroom" constructed at the fence for the use of the school

students. A small area that they could "adopt" to learn about plants which they grew.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

There are far more "natural" spaces in close proximity.

It does not need to be showcased or utilized beyond being a natural; space. Not every inch of



land needs to be productive beyond simply being nature. If we make it into a structured area it

will exclude other activities. I also oppose fencing and barriers to protect areas that might be

used for nature education. No fences, no barriers, no restricted areas. Just open, natural space.

Yes, we must take advantage of the space that we have in our neighborhood

Are you kidding? Bald eagles? Osprey? Right there!? Invaluable. But we also need to address

the policing of that area to keep vandals, homeless and other solicitors away. Also, please do

NOT put a parking lot in that area! Maybe allow what's left of the farmer's market to park there at

the time of the event (if there is an event now that one of the pkg lots has been sold).

This would be a wonderful idea (and one the for profit Trackers has capitalized on). Making that

even more accessible as part of a city program would be amazing.

There seems to be similar opportunities within Oaks Bottom and/or adjacent at Llewellyn School.

Oaks bottom is close by and there is much more wildlife there than in the lot next door.

There is a wildlife refuge just on the other side of the woods. A wildlife refuge is better for

environmental education than an undeveloped lot.

Isn’t all of Oaks Bottom available for this purpose?

I'm happy to volunteer my time to host any nature/planting classes... Community garden space?

Kids garden?

Use oaks bottom by preserving and giving safe access

Yes!

Moreland Woods is not only "accessible", it is essential. No further development can be allowed

at the edge of the Slough!

Absolutely support life long learning for all ages, not just school children -- could the concept be

expended multi-age?

Exactly.

This is an excellent idea for our community.

Who would own and operate the property? How it is used will depend on who owns and operates

it. Yo might try to convince Portland Parks to annex it to Oaks Bottom.

All schools in Portland should be included, especially all schools in the neighborhood.

This is what our children need.

Mostly agree, although I would like to see options for integrating the farmer's market into this

location.

Out of respect for all of the people interned at the funeral home I believe this space should be a

place of peace and solitude and respect of it's natural surrounding, NOT a dog park or an

addition to the Elementary school.

Doesn't seem like a diverse habitat.

I am in support of the grounds being used by educational groups, but there should be a

responsibility to keep the area clean and devoid of trash and domestic animal (dog primarily)

waste.

Sounds like fun



While education is important, it should mainly be left for wildlife, which needs undisturbed spaces

(that is a lesson in itself!). Paths should be minimized and it's best to have no artificial lighting.

This activity only makes sense, given the nearby elementary school.

I like that the kids can play as they wish there. I’ve seen informal huts and things like that. I’d like

it to stay aunatural.

I am a teacher at Llewellyn School and have used the space for learning activities already. I want

to see the space utilized as an extension to all classrooms in our building.

Learning about the natural habitat of the other life forms we share the city with was one of my

most valuable lessons. I also feel that children that learn to respect all life, are more likely to

value that life as adults.

Moreland Woods has high habitat value for eagles due to the mature trees. Its adjacent proximity

to Oaks Bottom provides added value. The mature tree canopy must be retained. The parcel

also has high value to residents as a scenic overlook to Oaks Bottom. But beyond that, I do not

see the remainder of the land having high habitat value.

I have a 16 month old and would love nothing more than to preserve our open and natural

spaces so my daughter can learn about this world.

Kids who learn to love nature will respect and protect it. Outsiders kids come here with no

respect for such things because where they are from is nothing but steel concrete and pollution.

To reach a child like this with nature could change their life and help them to become proper

Oregonians.

I think this is a great idea, and could be merged with the dog park.

If the classes are open and accessible to all and feature activities and learning for wide and

diverse range of people including those from outside of the neighborhood.

It is ideally located and well forested for an urban environmental classroom.

My kids will enter Llewellyn in 2019 and 2020.

never thought of it - great idea!

I support this, but I would also like this area to be available to local residents in a non-

educational capacity. Simply a place to take your dog, take a walk, or sit and look over the

wetlands. I would support an off-leash area in the Moreland Woods, but I think making the entire

area off-leash is a bit excessive. There should be a mix of uses.

The proximity to the school is an excellent "field trip" opportunity for students and teacher alike.

Absolutely.

I like the idea but Oaks Bottom can provide that for the students and others too.

An outdoor classroom would be a great use for this space. I vehemently oppose its current

and/or future use as an off leash dog area.

In view of the building of so many condos/apartments in the area with little parking for cars the

opportunity for nature in the city is very important!

Build elsewhere

This is a fantastic idea, however it only has value as a "classroom" if "students" (however they



are defined, whatever age they may be) are using it. Saying I'd like it to serve as a classroom

feels very abstract. That's like calling any open natural space a classroom. For this to be a

tangible benefit, it needs to be associated w/ specific user groups.

Kids our our future and we are art of nature, having this space to remind our future stewards of

our responsibility to the outdoors is more important than ever

With the increase of technology and loss of natural areas in the city, children (and adults) spend

less, or even no time in nature, and thus, do not develop an appreciation for it. Spending time in

nature, especially amongst tall trees (see Japanese tree bathing), can improve one’s physical,

mental, and emotional health. Learning about trees, plants, wildlife, environment, etc. in an

established wooded habitat will help children and adults create or maintain a strong connection

to our natural world.

Oaks bottom is right there. Perhaps put in a connecting trail.

I just said that.

I really hate to see anything done to it - open, natural, non-engineered/natural space is at a

premium given the infill frenzy. While density is laudable in some ways, as we've seen so much

of from developers who don't live here and are desperate for land on which to build structures

that meet their financial goals, their buildings and land use often fly in the face of the goal to

respect and maintain the lovely community character we have in Sellwood-Moreland.

While I support this concept in theory, I am very concerned about the transient camping and drug

use that already occurs at this location and behind Wilhelms. This is particularly bad in the

summer. If this space were to be dedicated as an outdoor learning classroom, how would this be

prevented? Would anyone have authority to remove illegal camping? The City has obvious

deficits and limitations in dealing with this issue on their lands. Furthermore, this could create a

dangerous situation for the Llewellyn. If legal procedures and trespassing rules were established

and followed, I would support 100%.

That would be good

I think this would be a great idea and tool for the classrooms. There's been a lot of research

recently on outdoor teaching benefits.

With the vined fencerow between the school and the woods, usage by the school would be

limited to designated field trips. I think the opportunities would be limited.

This is an excellent use for this area. Now more than ever we should be spending more time

learning about nature and how humans can live in harmony with it.

7. I would like Moreland Woods to be designated as an off-leash area for dogs.



Strongly oppose: 1 97 21.8%

2 67 15.1%

3 155 34.9%

4 58 13.1%

Strongly support: 5 67 15.1%

Strongly oppose: 1 97 21.8%

2 67 15.1%

3 155 34.9%

4 58 13.1%

Strongly support: 5 67 15.1%

7a. Comments (optional)

Dog poop is an environmental problem

Fenced west end only

I would definitely appreciate this use but only if it could have a fence like the newest dogpark

across the river. Off leash dogs here without a fence is a disaster waiting to happen.

would like secure fencing

I would probably not visit as much if there were more dogs

In this neighborhood - people have yards.

If it was compatible with prserving the mature trees.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

It should be a commons for everyone, including well behaved dogs off leash.

I dont have a dog...do they have to pick up after the dog? If not, a dog park cant really be

anything else.

Dogs and wildlife don't mix well.

meh...

worried about wildlife and maintenance.

I have no opinion about this since I don't own a dog, but I am not opposed to it.

I do not favor dogs being off-leash and out of control. Loose dogs that I do not know are

threatening to me.

I'm not sure the space would be enough if it became an official off leash area. It might get very

torn up.

I wouldn’t want to pay to protect it just for it to be an off-leash area. It would need a fence to be

officially sanctioned I would assume, and that would make it less attractive.
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I think we needed a fenced area not right next to a school.

I think it serves it's purpose just fine as an unofficial off-leash area. As far as I can tell there have

been no issues with how it's currently used. I use it as an off-leash area for my dog all the time.

Maybe a portion

I would much prefer effort to ensure free and safe access to all bottom and associated trails

We have a number of areas for this already and this would come into conflict with many of the

other proposed uses

Dogs chase wildlife.

I am not a dog owner

Off-leash area for dogs anywhere only encourages irresponsible dog owners to do the same

thing everywhere else. It was a bad bad idea when Mayor Vera Katz started allowing it in some

of the parks, there's no need for any more of this.

If possible.

If an area could be designated as off-leash without interfering with other priorities I would support

it. There are few other options in that area for god recreation so it should be considered in the

plan.

Not as thrilled with this use, but if that helps preserve it, fine.

dog owners do not pick up after their dogs in this area.

There are plenty of other spaces for off-leash dogs

Too many off leash areas already in the neighborhood. Would be nice to go to an open space

and not have dogs running around.

This is a fine idea, if it would be limited and actively maintained.

There are other uses that I prefer, but if some of the area was allocated for dogs (fenced, see

Willamette Park's dog areas), it would make the most sense to me.

I feel this would threaten the wildlife that I would like to protect.

we already have enough dog parks -this should be an overflow lot for oak bottom wildlife refuge

Only if there is a dedicated public entity responsible for cleaning and maintaining the property.

Dogs should be leashed near and school, a recreation area and a place when wildlife comes to

rest away from predators.

It already is that, unofficially...much nicer than the one down by the river and more convenient for

many of us.

Very important to have adequate trash bins for this option!

I would support this if there could be a fence built along the road.

kids and off leash dogs do NOT mix, I take away all support if it is a off leash dog area

Protecting this area for habitat and then opening it to off-leash dogs is counter productive.

Having an unfenced off leash area right next to the school yard could lead to dogs running in the

school yard during school hours. Bad idea!

Dog parks provide benefits only for dog owners and are unpleasant for all other potential users



while i appreciate people in the neigjborhood using it this way. i find it to be the least important

attribute of the space.

Typically only dog owners will use this space, and they will eventually ruin it for everyone

See comments in #6

It would be nice but we have other areas nearby and it might disturb the birds.

Doesn't mix w/ natural habitats

I've found that many dog owners don't keep track of their dogs in off-leash areas and the area

becomes covered in urine and feces. It will prevent any non-dog owners from enjoying the

space.

If it is a part of a nature refuge, dogs should not be allowed because the local wildlife will be

disturbed and negatively affected.

Off leash dogs can frighten and injure wildlife. Best to keep dogs on leash.

I support this idea, but understand that this activity may conflict with others. I suggest that at

least part of the area be set aside for off leash use.

I like it informal.

People don't clean up after their dogs now, which is why people can't enjoy it as much as they

would like too

No alternative in area close by.

As long as owners are resonsible and take care of their animals and the grounds I wouldn’t be

opposed to it.

I strongly support this, but iit is not as important to me as preserving the mature trees!

As long as everyone picks up the poo.

This seems to limit its use for adults and kids enjoying and exploring nature.

We aren't dog people

Moreland Woods is a much better option for dog exercising than the adjacent school yard.

People already use so much of Oaks Bottom as off-leash dog areas (designated or not). I would

not support this effort if the plan was to have the woods become an off-leash dog area.

DOGS BE LONG ON A LEASH

Dog park nearby is where the dogs must go.

I bring my dog here almost daily and the only people I have ever seen use it are there with dogs,

so it makes sense to me to formalize it as a dog park-- no one else seems to use it!

I have a dog and love having off-leash areas nearby, but designating it as an off-leash area is

antithetical to reserving it as wildlife habitat. The two don't mix.

I'm a dog owner and would take advantage of this, but I'm not certain it's the best use.

This isn't a good usage in my opinion. We have one at Sellwood River Front already. And plenty

of kids at the elemetary school next door are afraid of dogs.

an off-leash area should be fenced so others can also use the space

I love dogs, but my experience with dog owners that allow dogs off leash has not been

productive or pleasant.



Not if you are sincerely interested in wildlife habitat. We see off leash dogs every day in Oaks

bottom - most are well behaved but I wonder about their impact on the native species.

In my experience across the city (e.g. Couch Park and Sellwood Park), dog parks become a

muddy mess, chase off wildlife, and disrupt other uses as running dogs never stay in the

assigned area. IF a dog park is proposed, it would be good to have it fenced in as is done in

other parts of the country.

I think there are ways that statements 5, 6, and 7 can harmoniously coexist. For instance, there

may be designated times during which the parcel acts as an open, off-leash area (so that that

activity won't interfere with classroom, kid, or birding activities). Alternately, there could be a

designated space for the dog-run.)

Fenced in dog area please please! As there aren't any in the area.

Unless the area for dogs is fenced in, I would prefer dogs to be leashed for the safety of the

children (and the dogs!)

Dogs bring pollution from waste and heavier footprints.

someone would need to pay to clean it up. Dog owners cannot be relied upon for this, especially

if we are to think that school children might use the space.

Once it is designated as a dog park, it becomes less available for those without dogs.

I am a dog owner and that would be great, but multiple use would be my primary consideration.

We have a large of leash area at the waterfront.

maybe one section?

Sellwood River park is closeby and can be used for dogs.

There is already an off-leash area in the Sellwood Park below the bluff. Dogs on leashes would

be fine.

Keep dogs to Sellwood Park on the water, but if it makes the difference for creating the woods,

then go ahead.

I would support an off-leash area in the Moreland Woods, but I think making the entire area off-

leash is a bit excessive. There should be a mix of uses.

I have a dog and appreciate off leash areas, but I would hate for non-dog lovers to feel like they

couldn't enjoy the area as well.

If fenced. No loose dogs.

No!

I don't own a dog, so this option offers zero benefit to me, but I know may community memebers

who appreciate this about the area.

Adding a fence, if required, impedes other uses

Would be a good idea if dog walkers would Always clean up after their animals. Too many would

just expect others to do it.

That would degrade the ground cover and conflict with the natural function. We have a nice big

dog park already.

Not as important, especially if it requires dogwalkers to take responsibility and clean up after



their dogs. Unfortunately, so many people are willing to leave poop bags on the ground instead

of disposing of them. I don't think a dog park has the same neighborhood value as a nature

study area.

Every park in Portland is an informal dog off leash area as rules are not enforced - there are dog

off leash areas in the neighborhood, as well as School grounds that are used as such. I love

dogs, but I don't want to encounter them in every open space, especially one with such high

wildlife value.

I do not have a dog, but love them and think it's a great space for dog owners. Dog waste is only

a minor concern to me, compared to the benefit.

I think this would be a fantastic location for a formal, fenced dog park, which is lacking in the

neighborhood.

Sellwood Riverfront park has been taken over by large dogs. Could we make this a dogpark for

small and medium sized dogs?

Should be the decision of the owner. Let the park be as is. People in the area can make their

own decisions. We're grown ups.

I'm neutral on this - I think the other ideas are more important

Other

Dog poop is an environmental problem

Fenced west end only

I would definitely appreciate this use but only if it could have a fence like the newest dogpark

across the river. Off leash dogs here without a fence is a disaster waiting to happen.

would like secure fencing

I would probably not visit as much if there were more dogs

In this neighborhood - people have yards.

If it was compatible with prserving the mature trees.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

It should be a commons for everyone, including well behaved dogs off leash.

I dont have a dog...do they have to pick up after the dog? If not, a dog park cant really be

anything else.

Dogs and wildlife don't mix well.

meh...

worried about wildlife and maintenance.

I have no opinion about this since I don't own a dog, but I am not opposed to it.

I do not favor dogs being off-leash and out of control. Loose dogs that I do not know are

threatening to me.

I'm not sure the space would be enough if it became an official off leash area. It might get very

torn up.

I wouldn’t want to pay to protect it just for it to be an off-leash area. It would need a fence to be



officially sanctioned I would assume, and that would make it less attractive.

I think we needed a fenced area not right next to a school.

I think it serves it's purpose just fine as an unofficial off-leash area. As far as I can tell there have

been no issues with how it's currently used. I use it as an off-leash area for my dog all the time.

Maybe a portion

I would much prefer effort to ensure free and safe access to all bottom and associated trails

We have a number of areas for this already and this would come into conflict with many of the

other proposed uses

Dogs chase wildlife.

I am not a dog owner

Off-leash area for dogs anywhere only encourages irresponsible dog owners to do the same

thing everywhere else. It was a bad bad idea when Mayor Vera Katz started allowing it in some

of the parks, there's no need for any more of this.

If possible.

If an area could be designated as off-leash without interfering with other priorities I would support

it. There are few other options in that area for god recreation so it should be considered in the

plan.

Not as thrilled with this use, but if that helps preserve it, fine.

dog owners do not pick up after their dogs in this area.

There are plenty of other spaces for off-leash dogs

Too many off leash areas already in the neighborhood. Would be nice to go to an open space

and not have dogs running around.

This is a fine idea, if it would be limited and actively maintained.

There are other uses that I prefer, but if some of the area was allocated for dogs (fenced, see

Willamette Park's dog areas), it would make the most sense to me.

I feel this would threaten the wildlife that I would like to protect.

we already have enough dog parks -this should be an overflow lot for oak bottom wildlife refuge

Only if there is a dedicated public entity responsible for cleaning and maintaining the property.

Dogs should be leashed near and school, a recreation area and a place when wildlife comes to

rest away from predators.

It already is that, unofficially...much nicer than the one down by the river and more convenient for

many of us.

Very important to have adequate trash bins for this option!

I would support this if there could be a fence built along the road.

kids and off leash dogs do NOT mix, I take away all support if it is a off leash dog area

Protecting this area for habitat and then opening it to off-leash dogs is counter productive.

Having an unfenced off leash area right next to the school yard could lead to dogs running in the

school yard during school hours. Bad idea!

Dog parks provide benefits only for dog owners and are unpleasant for all other potential users



while i appreciate people in the neigjborhood using it this way. i find it to be the least important

attribute of the space.

Typically only dog owners will use this space, and they will eventually ruin it for everyone

See comments in #6

It would be nice but we have other areas nearby and it might disturb the birds.

Doesn't mix w/ natural habitats

I've found that many dog owners don't keep track of their dogs in off-leash areas and the area

becomes covered in urine and feces. It will prevent any non-dog owners from enjoying the

space.

If it is a part of a nature refuge, dogs should not be allowed because the local wildlife will be

disturbed and negatively affected.

Off leash dogs can frighten and injure wildlife. Best to keep dogs on leash.

I support this idea, but understand that this activity may conflict with others. I suggest that at

least part of the area be set aside for off leash use.

I like it informal.

People don't clean up after their dogs now, which is why people can't enjoy it as much as they

would like too

No alternative in area close by.

As long as owners are resonsible and take care of their animals and the grounds I wouldn’t be

opposed to it.

I strongly support this, but iit is not as important to me as preserving the mature trees!

As long as everyone picks up the poo.

This seems to limit its use for adults and kids enjoying and exploring nature.

We aren't dog people

Moreland Woods is a much better option for dog exercising than the adjacent school yard.

People already use so much of Oaks Bottom as off-leash dog areas (designated or not). I would

not support this effort if the plan was to have the woods become an off-leash dog area.

DOGS BE LONG ON A LEASH

Dog park nearby is where the dogs must go.

I bring my dog here almost daily and the only people I have ever seen use it are there with dogs,

so it makes sense to me to formalize it as a dog park-- no one else seems to use it!

I have a dog and love having off-leash areas nearby, but designating it as an off-leash area is

antithetical to reserving it as wildlife habitat. The two don't mix.

I'm a dog owner and would take advantage of this, but I'm not certain it's the best use.

This isn't a good usage in my opinion. We have one at Sellwood River Front already. And plenty

of kids at the elemetary school next door are afraid of dogs.

an off-leash area should be fenced so others can also use the space

I love dogs, but my experience with dog owners that allow dogs off leash has not been

productive or pleasant.



Not if you are sincerely interested in wildlife habitat. We see off leash dogs every day in Oaks

bottom - most are well behaved but I wonder about their impact on the native species.

In my experience across the city (e.g. Couch Park and Sellwood Park), dog parks become a

muddy mess, chase off wildlife, and disrupt other uses as running dogs never stay in the

assigned area. IF a dog park is proposed, it would be good to have it fenced in as is done in

other parts of the country.

I think there are ways that statements 5, 6, and 7 can harmoniously coexist. For instance, there

may be designated times during which the parcel acts as an open, off-leash area (so that that

activity won't interfere with classroom, kid, or birding activities). Alternately, there could be a

designated space for the dog-run.)

Fenced in dog area please please! As there aren't any in the area.

Unless the area for dogs is fenced in, I would prefer dogs to be leashed for the safety of the

children (and the dogs!)

Dogs bring pollution from waste and heavier footprints.

someone would need to pay to clean it up. Dog owners cannot be relied upon for this, especially

if we are to think that school children might use the space.

Once it is designated as a dog park, it becomes less available for those without dogs.

I am a dog owner and that would be great, but multiple use would be my primary consideration.

We have a large of leash area at the waterfront.

maybe one section?

Sellwood River park is closeby and can be used for dogs.

There is already an off-leash area in the Sellwood Park below the bluff. Dogs on leashes would

be fine.

Keep dogs to Sellwood Park on the water, but if it makes the difference for creating the woods,

then go ahead.

I would support an off-leash area in the Moreland Woods, but I think making the entire area off-

leash is a bit excessive. There should be a mix of uses.

I have a dog and appreciate off leash areas, but I would hate for non-dog lovers to feel like they

couldn't enjoy the area as well.

If fenced. No loose dogs.

No!

I don't own a dog, so this option offers zero benefit to me, but I know may community memebers

who appreciate this about the area.

Adding a fence, if required, impedes other uses

Would be a good idea if dog walkers would Always clean up after their animals. Too many would

just expect others to do it.

That would degrade the ground cover and conflict with the natural function. We have a nice big

dog park already.

Not as important, especially if it requires dogwalkers to take responsibility and clean up after



Strongly oppose: 1 43 9.7%

2 45 10.1%

3 119 26.8%

4 107 24.1%

Strongly support: 5 130 29.3%

Strongly oppose: 1 43 9.7%

2 45 10.1%

3 119 26.8%

4 107 24.1%

Strongly support: 5 130 29.3%

their dogs. Unfortunately, so many people are willing to leave poop bags on the ground instead

of disposing of them. I don't think a dog park has the same neighborhood value as a nature

study area.

Every park in Portland is an informal dog off leash area as rules are not enforced - there are dog

off leash areas in the neighborhood, as well as School grounds that are used as such. I love

dogs, but I don't want to encounter them in every open space, especially one with such high

wildlife value.

I do not have a dog, but love them and think it's a great space for dog owners. Dog waste is only

a minor concern to me, compared to the benefit.

I think this would be a fantastic location for a formal, fenced dog park, which is lacking in the

neighborhood.

Sellwood Riverfront park has been taken over by large dogs. Could we make this a dogpark for

small and medium sized dogs?

Should be the decision of the owner. Let the park be as is. People in the area can make their

own decisions. We're grown ups.

I'm neutral on this - I think the other ideas are more important

Other

8. I would like Moreland Woods to become the future home of the Moreland
Farmers' Market.
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8a. Comments (optional)

I support this activity only if there is consideration and respect for the needs of the natural

environment.

Keep it natural. More people equals more destruction of the environment

In theory I lime this idea but I think it is too much activity for the bluffs and the landslide potential.

Perhaps it could move to the large parking lot near the Wedtmoreland Park?

Love this idea! Would hate to see our farmer's market leave! The woods seems like a wonderful

idea.

It would be helpful for the market to be in a shaded area. I'm not sure how much that would

conflict with the natural ambience and ecology of the area, but it seems like it would be alright.

What about parking?

Unsure how this would work

If the farmers think it's a good place, sure.

I don't think this is an ideal spot, but is better than a building

Again I have hesitation for this if its also used as an off leash dog park too. If you have young

kids they’ll be all over the grass and poop. A big plus for the market would be natural temp

control because of the shade.

The Market vendors park vehicles in the area today. With support of the vendors and the

Markets association, I would hope that the Woods could offer a great home to the neighborhood

market.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

This is a nice idea, but I suspect the space is simply not large enough, esp. if the trees are left

intact.

It would not be my first choice, but if it would save it as open space I would favor it.

This would be an inappropriate use of an otherwise peaceful, quiet natural area. also, it would be

a mess in the wet months unless paved or travelled, both of which will ruin the naturescape.

i dont think this natural area is a good place for dogs or lots of humans. the farm market is way

too high impact. we need to preserve our natural areas as natural areas. for the farm market, we

should do what is done in other countries-- close down a commercial street for a time which

would encourage greater access and economic activity. like the intersection in front of the library

on 13th.

The tree roots should not be subjected to the sort of heavy, concentrated foot traffic (or vehicular

traffic) that would be associated with a farmers' market. It would be truly sad if we selected a use

for this site that would do irreversible damage to the trees, which are an outstanding feature.

I dont think there is enough of a clearing there...and is there water? Doesnt a market need

water?

Yes, this is a much more appropriate space for the market and would allow it to grow.



Isn't that too much activity for a "natural area"?

Again...foot traffic at that pace would disrupt the natural beauty and impede sustainable growth

as it is now. I do not think this is a good idea. Perhaps close down the street from Bybee to Duke

or Llewellyn Elementary allows it on the blacktop or any of the side streets allow it - Duke,

Claybourne, Glenwood - or it is a combination of them.

The farmers market is a great community builder. It would be amazing for them to still have a

home to work out of.

I like the idea of the market having a permanent home, but the decreased visibility due to it being

located away from a major thoroughfare would likely impact the success of the market. I would

rather see it move to another parking lot, even though I hate that setting, like the neighborhood

lot on Milwaukie Ave.

I think there is enough open space and driveway access to allow the market without damaging

the wildlife habitat. The Moreland Farmers' Market is an important part of the neighborhood, too.

Let's put the market somewhere more sanitary than an undeveloped dirt lot that dogs will be

freely voiding their bladders and bowels in maybe?

Sort of a dark area for a Farmers' Market, but do not oppose.

This seems incompatible with retaining the trees. It would need to be at least partially paved if

not fully paved. Doesn’t make sense to pave this to put a farmers market on it.

There are some examples of permanent and simple rustic structures to house vendors during

farmers market. Those same structures could be used as outdoor classrooms/kitchen for

students at Llewellyn. The market I visited was in Bradelbury, Vermont.

Depends - if it can be done without much harm/disruption to the wildlife habitat.

I don’t really envision how this would work; who would pay for it; who would own it...

Good idea. Grounds maintenance will be needed.

That’s not a bad idea, here are some concerns - litter - ground vegetation for the trees gone - it’s

very hidden Pros - we need a new spot - have you asked Wells Fargo? Their parking lot is

HUGE!

I worry that having so much foot traffic and tents would really disturb the environment. If there is

no where else to go, I agree that the space should be available to the market, but all other

options should be exhausted first. Holding the market there would be detrimental to the habitat of

all its current residents.

I would only support this if it did not impact the current natural landscape. However, I can't

imagine doing the farmer's market on such uneven terrain.

I don't think the off-leash dog park would work in conjunction with selling food.

The market seems like a use incompatible with preserving a natural environment. I'm fond of the

Farmer's Market, but I do not need it.

I think parking would be an issue, and access for loading & unloading for vendors. Everything

would need to be carried in, I'd hate to see pavement to accommodate that usage. It would make

for a pretty muddy experience some months and that might discourage attendance. Also less

visibility for passers-by who are unaware of the market.



As long as trees are protected. Market is low impact.

How to fit all the market vendors without damaging the trees or having a market when the ground

is muddy, it's not a great place for it.

Interesting idea. I'd like to read more about the impact - eagles and shoppers? And dogs? It

might get crowded?

Having the farmer's market there would probably require adding driveways into the area plus

parking pads for carts and so on. This does not seem like the best spot for the market because it

would impact the natural habitat. I love the market and want it to find a more permanent home,

but it seems like this particular spot could be better used for natural habitat preservation, nature

study, and family recreation.

I feel like the space might be a bit dark for a market, but I’m open to the idea!

That would be fine, although I bet there are also other locations that the farmers market could

relocate and the woods wouldn't really be "woods" anymore if used for a market. Again, if it helps

preserve the area, I am fine with it.

If this were to be done I would suggest that the market be limited in size to only that portions of

the site that could support it, i.e. no trees removed for Market Area. Market would have more of a

"Oregon Fair" feel.

Fantastic concept, perfect, this will re-create the market in a marvelous new form, while also

helping to support the park !! Fantastic idea, pure genius.

I would support this if it's feasible.

A terrible idea. Additional vehicles and increased foot traffic would further compact the soil, which

damages tree roots and ultimately kills trees. Using it as a parking area for vehicles during

previous Farmers Markets already has harmed tree roots and I hope this stops, too. Once paths

are built and most people use them, the tree roots will be mostly under non-compacted soil and

will be able to thrive.

My main interest is a multi-use park, and this would be high on my priorities for one of the uses

for an area of the park.

I love and patronize the farmers market, but once mature trees and open land is developed it is

GONE forever. I think the city of Portland can find an alternate place for the Market and I strongly

oppose any development of the land.

keep it a natural open space. hardly seems like it would make much of a difference to move the

farmers market a few hundred feet.

This is not a decision to be made by the neighborhood. The Farmer's Market Board is

responsible for finding a suitable location, not residents. I am concerned that you are giving

neighbors the idea that they get to vote on how and where the Farmer's Market operates.

I would be concerned, however, on the impact large groups of vendors and shoppers could have

on the area. I would hate to see it get trampled down!

As long as the market starts after breeding season is over.

I'd give up the dog park if this is the only way to keep the farmer's market in the nieghborhood

This would be a good replacement.



Let's not trample the nature that is there.

YES!

i have mixed feelings about this. i picture too much traffic both vehicular and foot. though i am a

fan of the market and recognize it needs a new home.

See comments in #6

We need our local market to have a home.

Seems the market needs greater visibility- perhaps the BofA parking lot?

We love the farmers' market and it would be great to keep it in the area.

I would worry about the safety of vendors and customers from falling tree limbs if the trees are

not routinely maintained. Who would pay for the maintenance?

I absolutely support this! We love the farmers market & it would be a shame if there was no

longer a place for it in Sellwood. Preserve the trees, & the farmers market all at once. Perfect!

This would necessitate pavement and disturb wildlife in many other ways.

I would prefer that the area remain in a more natural setting. However, a thoughtful design may

be able to accommodate a Farmer's market within limits and with restrictions. Moreland already

has commercial areas that may be better suited for the farmers market, or perhaps another

similar parking lot that is already paved, say at a nearby church or business.

As long as it is kept clean.

This is not an ideal space. It will get trampled, no room to load and unload product, lack of

electricity.

This would be an excellent place for the farmers market with shady coverage and open spaces.

I am only worried about the grass being gone from all the truck and foot traffic..... maybe with

boardwalks?

Yes and no. Yes, because it's a lovely location for the market. No, because I think it will do too

much people-damage to the area. No matter how "respectfully" we say we will treat it, the

number of people attending the market will trample the grass and kill it, especially if it rains. Will

they be spreading wood chips all over the grounds to absorb the water and mud? I'm leaning

more towards a "no" vote on this.

If this kept trees intact and was available for community enjoyment outside of market season,

that sounds pretty good.

As long as the natural environment, trees and wildlife habitat iare maintained and respected then

I support it being home to the Farmers' Market.

The logistics of getting vehicles close enough for setup seem like they would be a challenge

An interesting concept but I would need to know more about how the infrastructure could be

developed to support a Farmer's Market without losing some of the other values of the property.

The more we can utilize the Woods for community events, the better!

I would hope that another parking lot could be used- perhaps the Wells Fargo?

West Moreland is growing to much. All of the apartment houses are to much. Parking is a big

problem. And crime rate will be going up. Why can't the Market be move to the parking lot on



Milwaukie.

Hustle, bustle and bringing in food (and the cooking of it) and plants may be incompatible with

preserving the woods for plants and animals.

Bald Eagles will not nest that close to human chaos noise and too many folks staring/bugging

them. A farmers Market is for a non natural area anyway duh!

I think this could be merged with the dog park-- it could be closed as a dog park during the times

when the Farmer's Market is using it.

This is a good idea for further discussion, and this use could be consistent with many other uses

as well.

Only if it had no impact on the wildlife element

How big a parking lot are you planning to build?

This would likely require a more formal park design as hard paths would be necessary for

vendors and patrons. I’m okay with that.

I am neutral on this issue, only because I can see the perfect fit, and quaintness, and advantage

of having the land host this local market. But I'm simultaneously VERY worried about the

probable devastation the weekly foottraffic alone would have on the groundcover. Also, we'd

need to have provisions in place to assure that all garbage etc. would be thoroughly cleaned up

during the breakdown of the market. I'm ALL FOR having this developed as a "FlexSpace," but

not everything will be able to be included in that (natural science classroom, community garden,

farmer's market, off-leash dog park, ... ). However, there may be a way to develop the space AS

A PARK that would provide for the various activities that could / would take place within it.

If we can have the Farmers' Market in that space without disrupting the existing natural

elements, then I am in support.

This seems a bit odd. If it could work...perhaps. It would be fun to have one in the trees. Has

anyone asked the people who sell there?

It could be part of the multiple use idea. I don't know how much of an impact heavy traffic would

have on the tree root system. Protection of trees would be my concern in this regards.

I think the location near West Moreland d park is ideal for a farmers market. I'd like to see the

Moreland woods stay wild.

too much noise if wildlife care is a goal

As long as the trees are retained and we don't add any non-environmentally-friendly hard scale.

Fabulous idea! Especially is the lot across the street is being developed. this is important info. If

people know that the lot is being lost it puts even more pressure on preserving the woods area.

On the condition that the trees are left unmolested and people can still bring

dogs/kids/themselves here durning non-market hours.

Once again, the farmers market is integral to making this a wonderful community.

If it would help save the area (by reinforcing the different ways it can be used) but not spoil the

area by overuse, this would be great!

I would not want to see it paved or any of the trees removed to make this feasible.



Would like to keep the market in a nearby location. Concerned about the lack of parking if the old

parking lot is to be developed.

Huh?

I support this in the abstract, but w/out some sort of proposal as to how the space would be

developed to host the market, it's impossible to comment beyond that.

Other

I support this activity only if there is consideration and respect for the needs of the natural

environment.

Keep it natural. More people equals more destruction of the environment

In theory I lime this idea but I think it is too much activity for the bluffs and the landslide potential.

Perhaps it could move to the large parking lot near the Wedtmoreland Park?

Love this idea! Would hate to see our farmer's market leave! The woods seems like a wonderful

idea.

It would be helpful for the market to be in a shaded area. I'm not sure how much that would

conflict with the natural ambience and ecology of the area, but it seems like it would be alright.

What about parking?

Unsure how this would work

If the farmers think it's a good place, sure.

I don't think this is an ideal spot, but is better than a building

Again I have hesitation for this if its also used as an off leash dog park too. If you have young

kids they’ll be all over the grass and poop. A big plus for the market would be natural temp

control because of the shade.

The Market vendors park vehicles in the area today. With support of the vendors and the

Markets association, I would hope that the Woods could offer a great home to the neighborhood

market.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

This is a nice idea, but I suspect the space is simply not large enough, esp. if the trees are left

intact.

It would not be my first choice, but if it would save it as open space I would favor it.

This would be an inappropriate use of an otherwise peaceful, quiet natural area. also, it would be

a mess in the wet months unless paved or travelled, both of which will ruin the naturescape.

i dont think this natural area is a good place for dogs or lots of humans. the farm market is way

too high impact. we need to preserve our natural areas as natural areas. for the farm market, we

should do what is done in other countries-- close down a commercial street for a time which

would encourage greater access and economic activity. like the intersection in front of the library

on 13th.

The tree roots should not be subjected to the sort of heavy, concentrated foot traffic (or vehicular

traffic) that would be associated with a farmers' market. It would be truly sad if we selected a use



for this site that would do irreversible damage to the trees, which are an outstanding feature.

I dont think there is enough of a clearing there...and is there water? Doesnt a market need

water?

Yes, this is a much more appropriate space for the market and would allow it to grow.

Isn't that too much activity for a "natural area"?

Again...foot traffic at that pace would disrupt the natural beauty and impede sustainable growth

as it is now. I do not think this is a good idea. Perhaps close down the street from Bybee to Duke

or Llewellyn Elementary allows it on the blacktop or any of the side streets allow it - Duke,

Claybourne, Glenwood - or it is a combination of them.

The farmers market is a great community builder. It would be amazing for them to still have a

home to work out of.

I like the idea of the market having a permanent home, but the decreased visibility due to it being

located away from a major thoroughfare would likely impact the success of the market. I would

rather see it move to another parking lot, even though I hate that setting, like the neighborhood

lot on Milwaukie Ave.

I think there is enough open space and driveway access to allow the market without damaging

the wildlife habitat. The Moreland Farmers' Market is an important part of the neighborhood, too.

Let's put the market somewhere more sanitary than an undeveloped dirt lot that dogs will be

freely voiding their bladders and bowels in maybe?

Sort of a dark area for a Farmers' Market, but do not oppose.

This seems incompatible with retaining the trees. It would need to be at least partially paved if

not fully paved. Doesn’t make sense to pave this to put a farmers market on it.

There are some examples of permanent and simple rustic structures to house vendors during

farmers market. Those same structures could be used as outdoor classrooms/kitchen for

students at Llewellyn. The market I visited was in Bradelbury, Vermont.

Depends - if it can be done without much harm/disruption to the wildlife habitat.

I don’t really envision how this would work; who would pay for it; who would own it...

Good idea. Grounds maintenance will be needed.

That’s not a bad idea, here are some concerns - litter - ground vegetation for the trees gone - it’s

very hidden Pros - we need a new spot - have you asked Wells Fargo? Their parking lot is

HUGE!

I worry that having so much foot traffic and tents would really disturb the environment. If there is

no where else to go, I agree that the space should be available to the market, but all other

options should be exhausted first. Holding the market there would be detrimental to the habitat of

all its current residents.

I would only support this if it did not impact the current natural landscape. However, I can't

imagine doing the farmer's market on such uneven terrain.

I don't think the off-leash dog park would work in conjunction with selling food.

The market seems like a use incompatible with preserving a natural environment. I'm fond of the

Farmer's Market, but I do not need it.



I think parking would be an issue, and access for loading & unloading for vendors. Everything

would need to be carried in, I'd hate to see pavement to accommodate that usage. It would make

for a pretty muddy experience some months and that might discourage attendance. Also less

visibility for passers-by who are unaware of the market.

As long as trees are protected. Market is low impact.

How to fit all the market vendors without damaging the trees or having a market when the ground

is muddy, it's not a great place for it.

Interesting idea. I'd like to read more about the impact - eagles and shoppers? And dogs? It

might get crowded?

Having the farmer's market there would probably require adding driveways into the area plus

parking pads for carts and so on. This does not seem like the best spot for the market because it

would impact the natural habitat. I love the market and want it to find a more permanent home,

but it seems like this particular spot could be better used for natural habitat preservation, nature

study, and family recreation.

I feel like the space might be a bit dark for a market, but I’m open to the idea!

That would be fine, although I bet there are also other locations that the farmers market could

relocate and the woods wouldn't really be "woods" anymore if used for a market. Again, if it helps

preserve the area, I am fine with it.

If this were to be done I would suggest that the market be limited in size to only that portions of

the site that could support it, i.e. no trees removed for Market Area. Market would have more of a

"Oregon Fair" feel.

Fantastic concept, perfect, this will re-create the market in a marvelous new form, while also

helping to support the park !! Fantastic idea, pure genius.

I would support this if it's feasible.

A terrible idea. Additional vehicles and increased foot traffic would further compact the soil, which

damages tree roots and ultimately kills trees. Using it as a parking area for vehicles during

previous Farmers Markets already has harmed tree roots and I hope this stops, too. Once paths

are built and most people use them, the tree roots will be mostly under non-compacted soil and

will be able to thrive.

My main interest is a multi-use park, and this would be high on my priorities for one of the uses

for an area of the park.

I love and patronize the farmers market, but once mature trees and open land is developed it is

GONE forever. I think the city of Portland can find an alternate place for the Market and I strongly

oppose any development of the land.

keep it a natural open space. hardly seems like it would make much of a difference to move the

farmers market a few hundred feet.

This is not a decision to be made by the neighborhood. The Farmer's Market Board is

responsible for finding a suitable location, not residents. I am concerned that you are giving

neighbors the idea that they get to vote on how and where the Farmer's Market operates.

I would be concerned, however, on the impact large groups of vendors and shoppers could have



on the area. I would hate to see it get trampled down!

As long as the market starts after breeding season is over.

I'd give up the dog park if this is the only way to keep the farmer's market in the nieghborhood

This would be a good replacement.

Let's not trample the nature that is there.

YES!

i have mixed feelings about this. i picture too much traffic both vehicular and foot. though i am a

fan of the market and recognize it needs a new home.

See comments in #6

We need our local market to have a home.

Seems the market needs greater visibility- perhaps the BofA parking lot?

We love the farmers' market and it would be great to keep it in the area.

I would worry about the safety of vendors and customers from falling tree limbs if the trees are

not routinely maintained. Who would pay for the maintenance?

I absolutely support this! We love the farmers market & it would be a shame if there was no

longer a place for it in Sellwood. Preserve the trees, & the farmers market all at once. Perfect!

This would necessitate pavement and disturb wildlife in many other ways.

I would prefer that the area remain in a more natural setting. However, a thoughtful design may

be able to accommodate a Farmer's market within limits and with restrictions. Moreland already

has commercial areas that may be better suited for the farmers market, or perhaps another

similar parking lot that is already paved, say at a nearby church or business.

As long as it is kept clean.

This is not an ideal space. It will get trampled, no room to load and unload product, lack of

electricity.

This would be an excellent place for the farmers market with shady coverage and open spaces.

I am only worried about the grass being gone from all the truck and foot traffic..... maybe with

boardwalks?

Yes and no. Yes, because it's a lovely location for the market. No, because I think it will do too

much people-damage to the area. No matter how "respectfully" we say we will treat it, the

number of people attending the market will trample the grass and kill it, especially if it rains. Will

they be spreading wood chips all over the grounds to absorb the water and mud? I'm leaning

more towards a "no" vote on this.

If this kept trees intact and was available for community enjoyment outside of market season,

that sounds pretty good.

As long as the natural environment, trees and wildlife habitat iare maintained and respected then

I support it being home to the Farmers' Market.

The logistics of getting vehicles close enough for setup seem like they would be a challenge

An interesting concept but I would need to know more about how the infrastructure could be

developed to support a Farmer's Market without losing some of the other values of the property.



The more we can utilize the Woods for community events, the better!

I would hope that another parking lot could be used- perhaps the Wells Fargo?

West Moreland is growing to much. All of the apartment houses are to much. Parking is a big

problem. And crime rate will be going up. Why can't the Market be move to the parking lot on

Milwaukie.

Hustle, bustle and bringing in food (and the cooking of it) and plants may be incompatible with

preserving the woods for plants and animals.

Bald Eagles will not nest that close to human chaos noise and too many folks staring/bugging

them. A farmers Market is for a non natural area anyway duh!

I think this could be merged with the dog park-- it could be closed as a dog park during the times

when the Farmer's Market is using it.

This is a good idea for further discussion, and this use could be consistent with many other uses

as well.

Only if it had no impact on the wildlife element

How big a parking lot are you planning to build?

This would likely require a more formal park design as hard paths would be necessary for

vendors and patrons. I’m okay with that.

I am neutral on this issue, only because I can see the perfect fit, and quaintness, and advantage

of having the land host this local market. But I'm simultaneously VERY worried about the

probable devastation the weekly foottraffic alone would have on the groundcover. Also, we'd

need to have provisions in place to assure that all garbage etc. would be thoroughly cleaned up

during the breakdown of the market. I'm ALL FOR having this developed as a "FlexSpace," but

not everything will be able to be included in that (natural science classroom, community garden,

farmer's market, off-leash dog park, ... ). However, there may be a way to develop the space AS

A PARK that would provide for the various activities that could / would take place within it.

If we can have the Farmers' Market in that space without disrupting the existing natural

elements, then I am in support.

This seems a bit odd. If it could work...perhaps. It would be fun to have one in the trees. Has

anyone asked the people who sell there?

It could be part of the multiple use idea. I don't know how much of an impact heavy traffic would

have on the tree root system. Protection of trees would be my concern in this regards.

I think the location near West Moreland d park is ideal for a farmers market. I'd like to see the

Moreland woods stay wild.

too much noise if wildlife care is a goal

As long as the trees are retained and we don't add any non-environmentally-friendly hard scale.

Fabulous idea! Especially is the lot across the street is being developed. this is important info. If

people know that the lot is being lost it puts even more pressure on preserving the woods area.

On the condition that the trees are left unmolested and people can still bring

dogs/kids/themselves here durning non-market hours.

Once again, the farmers market is integral to making this a wonderful community.



Strongly oppose: 1 24 5.4%

2 38 8.6%

3 91 20.5%

4 113 25.5%

Strongly support: 5 178 40.1%

Strongly oppose: 1 24 5.4%

2 38 8.6%

3 91 20.5%

4 113 25.5%

Strongly support: 5 178 40.1%

If it would help save the area (by reinforcing the different ways it can be used) but not spoil the

area by overuse, this would be great!

I would not want to see it paved or any of the trees removed to make this feasible.

Would like to keep the market in a nearby location. Concerned about the lack of parking if the old

parking lot is to be developed.

Huh?

I support this in the abstract, but w/out some sort of proposal as to how the space would be

developed to host the market, it's impossible to comment beyond that.

Other

9. I support Llewellyn Elementary School using Moreland Woods for possible
playground or academic uses, should the school ever expand in the future.

9a. Comments (optional)

I am not sure I understand the question. Academic use could imply the construction of new

buildings on the site which I would strongly oppose.

Yes, within specific a definition of hours for the school and for dog walkers.

playground: yes. for buildings: no.
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What’s more important? Our kids’ future, or real estate development?

See 6a above.

I would be concerned about safety and would like a good plan to prevent accidents, and to

insure SMILE against liability.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

The children can see bald eagles from anywhere on their playground already. This would also

make it less interesting for adults who do not always want to be around children.

Such use would likely not result in the heavy and concentrated traffic that would result from use

as a farmers' market. Attempt should be made to establish no-go areas around trees to protect

tree roots.

I would oppose clearing trees

Perfect spot for this and much needed

I would support Moreland Woods as an outdoor classroom designation with every effort made to

preserve the trees and natural habitat.

Recreation area? Yes Sports field or play equipment? No

Absolutely not for expansion. Yes for education, even a gate through the fence would be okay.

But NOT for expansion. There is ample space for that school to build a new one on the open

area it has now while the kids continue to use the present building. Then open the new school

and raze the old one making a new grass/open play area.

Our neighborhood has revitalized with young families, as is often part of a real estate cycle. With

all those young families, it is likely for the next few decades for enrollment to remain high, and

giving the kids more opportunities very locally would enrich and grow the wider support of public

lands in our area generationallly.

Funding for public education seems to be so low that I'm very skeptical there would be a great

expansion of Llewellyn beyond more of those prefab buildings. If there were a great plan for

expansion, then yes this land could be acquired by PPS for a better overall master plan of

locating classrooms, gym, playgrounds, etc. It could be a great space for a nature playground,

which would require significant funding. But currently there is great space for a nature

playground on the existing Llewellyn property - it's not a well designed space and again probably

lacks the funding to design/construct something really great. If there were an effort to do that on

the current Llewellyn site, I would happily jump on that bandwagon.

PPS would have to pay for it, and there are better things to spend limited academic funds on.

Like removing lead from schools and retrofitting for earthquakes.

Yes! We are losing so much open space our children can only get to nature by getting in a car! I

am a teacher and I understand how much children's minds need the quiet space to observe

nature.

Bald eagles won't use a playground... It's rediculous to think that a natural reserve will potentially

share space with a play area.

It would be nice if the area could have a current use with the school having an option to expand



into it in the future if need be.

I do not support the expansion of buildings, classrooms or playgrounds that would be closed to

the general public during school hours.

Protecting it doesn’t help Llewellyn much. They need room for buildings and classrooms, not

muddy woods. Maybe if they could move playground stuff there (while keeping some trees?) and

expand onto the current play area.

PPS absolutely should not spend money on this. If a private entity donated the land to PPS that

would be a different matter but PPS has enough other financial priorities right now.

I think using it as a daily playground would negatively impact the natural habitat. However, it

would be an amazing resource for academic uses less frequently.

I would only support this if it did not impact the current natural landscape. I can only imagine that

PPS would determine the risk from falling branches would be too high and not allow it (or impose

mandatory tree pruning, which I would not support).

I would support the site for academic use; however, move pavement or playground equipment

might not be suitable.

No buildings or paving, please. Nature walks and instruction are okay.

Expanded playground? No. Outdoor experience opportunities? Yes. Leave it unpaved, if

undeveloped.

Require more information on the impact, would certain sections be "off limits" for nature?

I would support the school using the space as mostly a natural area without removing trees or

adding large buildings.

Providing green space for children to learn about their environment and interact with it is an

important part of elementary education. I would not favor adding more paved playground space

or sports fields but I would support Llewellyn using the space for educational purposes.

Kids (and adults) need to be close to nature to reach their full potential!

The school has discouraged people from using it's grounds and has locked access gates since

the new principal arrived. I do not trust that he would not usurp the Moreland Woods as his

domain ... and not the ne'ighborhood's

Would not want this area to be solely used for PPS. This should be a community use that is not

limited by school use and policy.

I strongly support this idea IF there is no possible way for the school to build large indoor

structures on the woods site.

Llewewllyn students are lucky to have these magnificent woods so close. They can learn, first

and foremost, that the trees are special and must be nurtured. YES to observing wildlife. YES to

exploring and learning. YES to having fun. But NO to thinking of the trees as playground

infrastructure that is there for us to carelessly downgrade.

Again, this is a good idea for the community, as long as the park is developed as a multi-use

park so that only certain areas were designated for the school.

Only for recreation.

I support them using it for academics but not playground. I don't have a problem with kids



PLAYING in the natural area, but equipment is not necessary.

This is not a decision to be made by the neighborhood. Portland Public Schools has an elected

board and a large staff responsible for siting, building and maintaining our schools. They have

long-range plans in place that have gone through an extensive public process prior to adoption.

Please don't give people the idea that they get to decide that the school district should acquire

the property. Don't set PPS up as the bad guys because they have other priorities.

As is, not developed into a playground per se.

Better option than multi family housing

Potentially in combination with Farmer's market space

i would hope it would not be overused or expanded into. certainly fine for “outdoor learning”.

See comments in #6

If that's the case, rules should be in place to prevent the school/city from abusing their privilege.

I would hope that in this situation, the space would still be open to the public throughout the day,

& also left relatively “wild” (no play structure built in the middle of the space or anything, trees left

alone, etc)

Native flora and fauna is in steep decline. Leave it for them!

The neighborhood is growing and we have increased enrollment in our building. At some point

our district will need to consider expanding the school. It would be best to be proactive and gave

this space available for the expansion.

Absolutely! The benefit of kids in nature is enormous, and we should never remove any

opportunities for this exposure

Again, not a "playground." A learning opportunity, yes, but not a playground. Which is not to say I

am against children playing there, just no playground equipment.

I’d prefer the community could still use it and it was not ONLY for the school 24/7.

As long as the natural environment, trees and wildlife habitat iare maintained and respected then

I support it being used for learning uses for the elementary school.

Sounds like a nice idea, but I remember a few years ago when the mausoleum agreed to allow a

trail down into Oaks Bottom for Llewellyn use, and the trail got built but it never got used

I am all for this as long as the trees are protected and the school views their use more as a

stewardship (keep it clean, preserve the landscape, etc.). It could be an incredibly valuable tool

to teach their students about nature, preservation, etc.

As long as the area remains protected, this is fine

Crack down on the Homeless in the neighbor . They are running the neighbor.

Thoughtful academic use is most likely good. A playground would not mesh with plant and

animal preservation.

Only if the nature comes first. Screaming kids and Eagle nests dont go together very well, duh.

Academic study only...no school expansion

Again, I think this could be merged with the dog park-- students could view wildlife from the

sloping area that leads to Oaks Bottom, which could be fenced off from the dog park area.



I would prefer preserving the ground in an undeveloped state, but this would be consistent with

elementary school 'nature lab' usage. I would not favor turning the lot into more developed

playground or athletic fields.

How would the public access this area if it is designated school grounds?

I've often thought about how fabulous it could be to have an actual, bonafide trail that would give

Llewellyn teachers and classes easy access to the Oaks Bottom Nature Preserve. It would also

be wonderful for local residents, and for resident birders. But I realize this might open a can of

worms when it comes to providing *easier* access to the neighborhood and the fully-realized

parcel by some of the folks who (only occasionally) utilize the Oaks Bottom preserve at night. On

the opposite end of the vision of an official access or link trail, one of the things that could come

out of this would be *securing* the open-space in some way that doesn't obstruct the view. We'd

want to protect the gorgeous views, while also protecting the parcel / science classroom / etc.

from the ad hoc / impromptu footpaths that certain folks use to access the parcel. We haven't

had a great deal of trouble with drifters, or houseless encampments, or n'er-do-wells hanging

out, camping out, shooting up, or doing things of that nature. But those possibilities do manifest

themselves sometimes. If it becomes a bonafide park, we may have the ability to protect it,

legally, from loiterers, similar to other Portland public parks.

I would strongly support the addition of a playground to this area!

Multiple use. I would be for extended school use, study, and nature access, but not removing

trees to create an open playground area. Perhaps additional naturescaping and terrain

modifications for an extended children's exploration area. Logs and rocks to enhance

naturescaping.

I'd like to see the woods remain wild so of it's a wilderness and outdoor space that'd be great.

But, I'd hate to see it developed.

yes!

Prefer the woods be protected and serve as access to nature and the refuge.

Academic uses... yes. Absolutely! A playground? No thank you.This space should be preserved

in its natural state so it is a refuge for the abundant wildlife in the Oaks Bottom area and in the

neighborhood.

I only support IF it remains a natural space and not developed or a place for temporary

classroom buildings.

Llewellyn already has relatively large grounds for an elementary school in SE Portland. I think

there are better uses for this space, that are more inclusive for the community in general, than

additional grounds for the elementary school.

I would rather see this space used for anythIng other than chopping down trees for further

devopment

Academic use only. Not playground use.

Again, there are other parks and areas near the school for this, if Moreland Woods is not

available to them.

I would not want the use limited to Llewellyn Elementary School but strongly support the school



having access to the area for students.

I would support its use by the school, but I would suggest Portland Public Schools contribute

financially if they foresee a use.

Under rules and supervisions

Again, this sounds lovely and as a Llewellyn parent, I'd love for the school to have access to

more outdoor area. But there are many moving parts to connect for this to ever happen. So, yes,

I strongly support this option but I have a lot of skepticism about its viability.

Adding a fence, if required, impedes other uses

support use for study area or nature walks; not as school playground with play equipment etc.

Too exposed and too hard to supervise children at recess. Westmoreland Park already has play

structures and facilities.

Outdoor playground that is in a natural space. It would be great if the school helped to steward

the natural habitat to flourish

If so designated I think at some point the school could request a permanent structure be built on

the property, whether small or large. The property should be left as an open space. It belongs to

the trees and wildlife!!

But I wouldn't want it to be off limits to the general public during school hours.

Absolutely. This would be the best and highest use.

A natural setting, basically left to be just that, is a learning environment in itself.

Yes, provided it is left mostly undeveloped and not hardscaped. Keep it as an educational tool -

at this age, children will learn a lot and develop a stronger connection with nature if they have

such good access

Again, this would be great, but the district is a long way from supporting this.

Lewellyn should ouls grow UP not out. If the apartments and homes can grow UP than so should

the school, Certainly, the open space should be used by all -- not restricted for only Llewellyn

use.

As long as the school took care of the kids litter and played an active role in keeping it up.

I support the school using the area for academic and recreational reasons, but I don't think the

land should be absorbed into the school's property. I think it should remain a community space,

but certainly the school could use it from time to time.

As long as no trees are cut

I am not sure I understand the question. Academic use could imply the construction of new

buildings on the site which I would strongly oppose.

Yes, within specific a definition of hours for the school and for dog walkers.

playground: yes. for buildings: no.

What’s more important? Our kids’ future, or real estate development?

See 6a above.

I would be concerned about safety and would like a good plan to prevent accidents, and to

insure SMILE against liability.



I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

The children can see bald eagles from anywhere on their playground already. This would also

make it less interesting for adults who do not always want to be around children.

Such use would likely not result in the heavy and concentrated traffic that would result from use

as a farmers' market. Attempt should be made to establish no-go areas around trees to protect

tree roots.

I would oppose clearing trees

Perfect spot for this and much needed

I would support Moreland Woods as an outdoor classroom designation with every effort made to

preserve the trees and natural habitat.

Recreation area? Yes Sports field or play equipment? No

Absolutely not for expansion. Yes for education, even a gate through the fence would be okay.

But NOT for expansion. There is ample space for that school to build a new one on the open

area it has now while the kids continue to use the present building. Then open the new school

and raze the old one making a new grass/open play area.

Our neighborhood has revitalized with young families, as is often part of a real estate cycle. With

all those young families, it is likely for the next few decades for enrollment to remain high, and

giving the kids more opportunities very locally would enrich and grow the wider support of public

lands in our area generationallly.

Funding for public education seems to be so low that I'm very skeptical there would be a great

expansion of Llewellyn beyond more of those prefab buildings. If there were a great plan for

expansion, then yes this land could be acquired by PPS for a better overall master plan of

locating classrooms, gym, playgrounds, etc. It could be a great space for a nature playground,

which would require significant funding. But currently there is great space for a nature

playground on the existing Llewellyn property - it's not a well designed space and again probably

lacks the funding to design/construct something really great. If there were an effort to do that on

the current Llewellyn site, I would happily jump on that bandwagon.

PPS would have to pay for it, and there are better things to spend limited academic funds on.

Like removing lead from schools and retrofitting for earthquakes.

Yes! We are losing so much open space our children can only get to nature by getting in a car! I

am a teacher and I understand how much children's minds need the quiet space to observe

nature.

Bald eagles won't use a playground... It's rediculous to think that a natural reserve will potentially

share space with a play area.

It would be nice if the area could have a current use with the school having an option to expand

into it in the future if need be.

I do not support the expansion of buildings, classrooms or playgrounds that would be closed to

the general public during school hours.

Protecting it doesn’t help Llewellyn much. They need room for buildings and classrooms, not



muddy woods. Maybe if they could move playground stuff there (while keeping some trees?) and

expand onto the current play area.

PPS absolutely should not spend money on this. If a private entity donated the land to PPS that

would be a different matter but PPS has enough other financial priorities right now.

I think using it as a daily playground would negatively impact the natural habitat. However, it

would be an amazing resource for academic uses less frequently.

I would only support this if it did not impact the current natural landscape. I can only imagine that

PPS would determine the risk from falling branches would be too high and not allow it (or impose

mandatory tree pruning, which I would not support).

I would support the site for academic use; however, move pavement or playground equipment

might not be suitable.

No buildings or paving, please. Nature walks and instruction are okay.

Expanded playground? No. Outdoor experience opportunities? Yes. Leave it unpaved, if

undeveloped.

Require more information on the impact, would certain sections be "off limits" for nature?

I would support the school using the space as mostly a natural area without removing trees or

adding large buildings.

Providing green space for children to learn about their environment and interact with it is an

important part of elementary education. I would not favor adding more paved playground space

or sports fields but I would support Llewellyn using the space for educational purposes.

Kids (and adults) need to be close to nature to reach their full potential!

The school has discouraged people from using it's grounds and has locked access gates since

the new principal arrived. I do not trust that he would not usurp the Moreland Woods as his

domain ... and not the ne'ighborhood's

Would not want this area to be solely used for PPS. This should be a community use that is not

limited by school use and policy.

I strongly support this idea IF there is no possible way for the school to build large indoor

structures on the woods site.

Llewewllyn students are lucky to have these magnificent woods so close. They can learn, first

and foremost, that the trees are special and must be nurtured. YES to observing wildlife. YES to

exploring and learning. YES to having fun. But NO to thinking of the trees as playground

infrastructure that is there for us to carelessly downgrade.

Again, this is a good idea for the community, as long as the park is developed as a multi-use

park so that only certain areas were designated for the school.

Only for recreation.

I support them using it for academics but not playground. I don't have a problem with kids

PLAYING in the natural area, but equipment is not necessary.

This is not a decision to be made by the neighborhood. Portland Public Schools has an elected

board and a large staff responsible for siting, building and maintaining our schools. They have

long-range plans in place that have gone through an extensive public process prior to adoption.



Please don't give people the idea that they get to decide that the school district should acquire

the property. Don't set PPS up as the bad guys because they have other priorities.

As is, not developed into a playground per se.

Better option than multi family housing

Potentially in combination with Farmer's market space

i would hope it would not be overused or expanded into. certainly fine for “outdoor learning”.

See comments in #6

If that's the case, rules should be in place to prevent the school/city from abusing their privilege.

I would hope that in this situation, the space would still be open to the public throughout the day,

& also left relatively “wild” (no play structure built in the middle of the space or anything, trees left

alone, etc)

Native flora and fauna is in steep decline. Leave it for them!

The neighborhood is growing and we have increased enrollment in our building. At some point

our district will need to consider expanding the school. It would be best to be proactive and gave

this space available for the expansion.

Absolutely! The benefit of kids in nature is enormous, and we should never remove any

opportunities for this exposure

Again, not a "playground." A learning opportunity, yes, but not a playground. Which is not to say I

am against children playing there, just no playground equipment.

I’d prefer the community could still use it and it was not ONLY for the school 24/7.

As long as the natural environment, trees and wildlife habitat iare maintained and respected then

I support it being used for learning uses for the elementary school.

Sounds like a nice idea, but I remember a few years ago when the mausoleum agreed to allow a

trail down into Oaks Bottom for Llewellyn use, and the trail got built but it never got used

I am all for this as long as the trees are protected and the school views their use more as a

stewardship (keep it clean, preserve the landscape, etc.). It could be an incredibly valuable tool

to teach their students about nature, preservation, etc.

As long as the area remains protected, this is fine

Crack down on the Homeless in the neighbor . They are running the neighbor.

Thoughtful academic use is most likely good. A playground would not mesh with plant and

animal preservation.

Only if the nature comes first. Screaming kids and Eagle nests dont go together very well, duh.

Academic study only...no school expansion

Again, I think this could be merged with the dog park-- students could view wildlife from the

sloping area that leads to Oaks Bottom, which could be fenced off from the dog park area.

I would prefer preserving the ground in an undeveloped state, but this would be consistent with

elementary school 'nature lab' usage. I would not favor turning the lot into more developed

playground or athletic fields.

How would the public access this area if it is designated school grounds?



I've often thought about how fabulous it could be to have an actual, bonafide trail that would give

Llewellyn teachers and classes easy access to the Oaks Bottom Nature Preserve. It would also

be wonderful for local residents, and for resident birders. But I realize this might open a can of

worms when it comes to providing *easier* access to the neighborhood and the fully-realized

parcel by some of the folks who (only occasionally) utilize the Oaks Bottom preserve at night. On

the opposite end of the vision of an official access or link trail, one of the things that could come

out of this would be *securing* the open-space in some way that doesn't obstruct the view. We'd

want to protect the gorgeous views, while also protecting the parcel / science classroom / etc.

from the ad hoc / impromptu footpaths that certain folks use to access the parcel. We haven't

had a great deal of trouble with drifters, or houseless encampments, or n'er-do-wells hanging

out, camping out, shooting up, or doing things of that nature. But those possibilities do manifest

themselves sometimes. If it becomes a bonafide park, we may have the ability to protect it,

legally, from loiterers, similar to other Portland public parks.

I would strongly support the addition of a playground to this area!

Multiple use. I would be for extended school use, study, and nature access, but not removing

trees to create an open playground area. Perhaps additional naturescaping and terrain

modifications for an extended children's exploration area. Logs and rocks to enhance

naturescaping.

I'd like to see the woods remain wild so of it's a wilderness and outdoor space that'd be great.

But, I'd hate to see it developed.

yes!

Prefer the woods be protected and serve as access to nature and the refuge.

Academic uses... yes. Absolutely! A playground? No thank you.This space should be preserved

in its natural state so it is a refuge for the abundant wildlife in the Oaks Bottom area and in the

neighborhood.

I only support IF it remains a natural space and not developed or a place for temporary

classroom buildings.

Llewellyn already has relatively large grounds for an elementary school in SE Portland. I think

there are better uses for this space, that are more inclusive for the community in general, than

additional grounds for the elementary school.

I would rather see this space used for anythIng other than chopping down trees for further

devopment

Academic use only. Not playground use.

Again, there are other parks and areas near the school for this, if Moreland Woods is not

available to them.

I would not want the use limited to Llewellyn Elementary School but strongly support the school

having access to the area for students.

I would support its use by the school, but I would suggest Portland Public Schools contribute

financially if they foresee a use.

Under rules and supervisions



Again, this sounds lovely and as a Llewellyn parent, I'd love for the school to have access to

more outdoor area. But there are many moving parts to connect for this to ever happen. So, yes,

I strongly support this option but I have a lot of skepticism about its viability.

Adding a fence, if required, impedes other uses

support use for study area or nature walks; not as school playground with play equipment etc.

Too exposed and too hard to supervise children at recess. Westmoreland Park already has play

structures and facilities.

Outdoor playground that is in a natural space. It would be great if the school helped to steward

the natural habitat to flourish

If so designated I think at some point the school could request a permanent structure be built on

the property, whether small or large. The property should be left as an open space. It belongs to

the trees and wildlife!!

But I wouldn't want it to be off limits to the general public during school hours.

Absolutely. This would be the best and highest use.

A natural setting, basically left to be just that, is a learning environment in itself.

Yes, provided it is left mostly undeveloped and not hardscaped. Keep it as an educational tool -

at this age, children will learn a lot and develop a stronger connection with nature if they have

such good access

Again, this would be great, but the district is a long way from supporting this.

Lewellyn should ouls grow UP not out. If the apartments and homes can grow UP than so should

the school, Certainly, the open space should be used by all -- not restricted for only Llewellyn

use.

As long as the school took care of the kids litter and played an active role in keeping it up.

I support the school using the area for academic and recreational reasons, but I don't think the

land should be absorbed into the school's property. I think it should remain a community space,

but certainly the school could use it from time to time.

As long as no trees are cut

10. I would support adding the following amenities to Moreland Woods.



Seating and/or picnic table/s 309 69.6%

Restoration of the existing horseshoe pits 148 33.3%

A trail that connects to Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge 348 78.4%

A covered building for year-round activities (e.g. nature studies) 202 45.5%

Amphitheater 90 20.3%

Dog park 128 28.8%

Children’s play space 157 35.4%

None of the above 26 5.9%

Other 37 8.3%

Seating and/or picnic table/s 309 69.6%

Restoration of the existing horseshoe pits 148 33.3%

A trail that connects to Oaks Bottom Wildlife Refuge 348 78.4%

A covered building for year-round activities (e.g. nature studies) 202 45.5%

Amphitheater 90 20.3%

Dog park 128 28.8%

Children’s play space 157 35.4%

None of the above 26 5.9%

Other 37 8.3%

Public safety 40 9%

Maintenance costs 55 12.4%

Camping 167 37.6%

Loss of developable land 5 1.1%

Impact of use on neighbors 6 1.4%

Parking 9 2%

I do not have any concerns 138 31.1%

Other 24 5.4%

11. If Moreland Woods was kept as open space, my greatest concern would be:
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Public safety 40 9%

Maintenance costs 55 12.4%

Camping 167 37.6%

Loss of developable land 5 1.1%

Impact of use on neighbors 6 1.4%

Parking 9 2%

I do not have any concerns 138 31.1%

Other 24 5.4%

11a. Comments (optional)

I’ve noticed that many homeless people live there

Not sure about my answer - if this is a city-owned property does it go in Parks and Rec budget?

Or is it a private and they pay for upkeep ?

Unauthorized camping and resulting public health and safety issues

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

This neighborhood has abundant open space. Many other neighborhoods do not. EVERY

neighborhood needs and deserves open space. As much as I value it, I think that limited

resources should be used wisely, and to benefit Portland residents equitably. There are many

areas of North Portland and outer southeast that need open space much more than we do.

This is a great idea and would only, as I see it, be a positive!

Homeless camping is a concern, but no different from the entire neighborhood, so not an

obstacle to going forward.

When you ask how to "keep it natural" I understand there are exceptions to be made. A dog park

is nice but would have to be too large to maintain a sense of open and quiet space. A designated

parking area is just asinine - you can park and walk a block or two or more. Connecting the park

to the hobo-trail (sorry, not very PC) down below is a good idea, but is it? Soft, energy efficient

and not disruptive lights would be nice to have after dark but there is great concern for disrupting

the animals and local residents. Policing it, keeping it clean, keeping it safe (next to an

elementary school!) is a concern. But the last thing this area - this ENTIRE CITY - needs is more

living space. It is already expensive enough to live here because of the lack of affordable

housing - that has been an issue for 10+ years. Stop building more, just build better and think

less with your wallet and more with your heart.

Given the increasing safety concerns with Oaks Bottom and proximity to the elementary school,

that is the only reason I did not suggest adding a trail to Oaks Bottom.

It looks currently like a great spot for camping, the visibility is very low at night into all areas of

the open space, and it's away from major roads where there are more "eyes" on a public park.

These are significant barriers to developing this further into a space for kids.

It sounds like the plan is to turn the space into a park/playground/occasional farmer's market

while leaving it unchanged. This does not seem like a valid plan. The space would likely be best



utilized for housing. The city is facing a HOUSING CRISIS, not a park crisis.

I would also be concerned about maintenance costs and public safety. Given that the neighbors

already deal with the Llewellyn traffic, I'm not sure how much more impact another use of the

space would have, especially if the parking situation remains the same.

We simply need to have more ability to report and move illegal camping out of our parks and

protected areas

Why can I only choose one? Several of these worry me. But mostly that doesn’t seem like a

priority for public money at a city level.

Let's not spend money on preserving something that just becomes a trashed campground. I'd

rather see development than that. Don't connect it to Oaks Bottom, don't have a lot of covered

spaces. Do add some small amenities that will make it more highly used by the community, like a

plaground or picnic tables or amphitheater. It's currently fairly underused.

It would be a pretty small park, so I'm not concerned about parking since it would likely attract

mostly neighborhood residents.

All of the concerns listed (except loss of developable land) are worthy of further investigation. I

really need to become more informed before answering.

If the area is to be developed and maintained as an open it's vital that there are funds and

mechanisms to assure it is well maintained, safe for everyone, and beneficial to a large number

of community members.

Parks and Recreation budget being cut by 5% and the loss of the Sellwood Community Center

are of much greater concern to me than the development on this site. I would be interested in

using the site for a facility that provides the same types of significant classes/services that we

are losing for the community this summer when the community center closes. Should it remain a

"natural area", safety and the costs of development and maintenance are my primary concerns.

Of course, all of the concerns you list here are important. At the same time, with active

stewardship the Moreland Woods would tend to be problem-free. Engage the kids from the start,

help them to love the place. They will not hurt it, they will help protect the woods. We need to

believe in our kids, and give them a way to have stewardship roles in their own neighborhood.

Thank you to everyone responsible for this wonderful effort. And I love the graphic of the tree

and bird--it's perfect!

My concerns are actually very small. Camping and disruption are my main concerns, but really,

it's ridiculous to suggest that we would stop creating parks in order to discourage encampments.

Developing the land into a well-maintained park would actually discourage camping, compared

to how it is now. Currently, the land isn't well utilized because it hasn't yet been developed into a

maintained space, but doing just that would change everything. Besides, Oaks bottom has poor

access, and once you are "down" there it is a project getting back up -- we need another usable

green space!

Open space needs constant protection or else it is always on the chopping block

First figure out who will own the property if you succeed in raising sufficient funds to purchase it.

I would not want Moreland Woods to become a camping ground.



Do neighbors currently express concerns for the sort of use it’s getting now?

Additionally, camping by homeless already may be a problem on this lot, Providing benches or

other covered structures, while very appealing for visitors and educational groups, likely would

serve as an invitation for the homeless to use the land and bring with them all of the usual

problems: trash, human waste, etc. It is quite a shame these concerns give me great pause

when this space has such great potential for neighborhood use.

Let’s appreciate non developmental spaces. Ones that we care for and care about. Keep it

clean. Berries in control. Things like that.

I am in support of all of the suggestions above but most of all I would love to see a trail (and bike

path) down to Oaks Bottom and the Springwater Corridor.. The current access for bicycles is

dangerous. Millwaukee is not wide enough for parked cars, bicycles and heavy traffic and it is

the only way to get there that is close to on the way. I bicycle downtown whenever I can and a

safer and shorter access would mean a great deal to me. I like having the trees and no

commercial development but if I had access to Springwater I would be willing to allow some

commercial development.

Regarding my answers in question 10, I do not want to see permanent structures built on this

land. A collapsible tent provides plenty of shelter for a class to hang out under. Regarding

question 11, my second biggest concern would be maintenance costs and third, public safety.

We already have a problem with people camping and parking RVs all around us. I think we

would want to maintain the current level of control we have access to at this time, although it isn't

much.

Camping is an issue of concern that could be addressed with appropriate management. I would

also support trail access from Moreland woods down to the Oaks Bottom trail with the exception

that it would then provide additional access into the neighborhood by homeless folks. Agin, these

issues could be addressed by appropriate management of the site.

Who would patrol the area?

Habitat before humans demands!

My concerns regarding the space remaining open are primarily based on who will manage it:

Who will make sure that there is no camping/garbage/vandalism/drug use? Who will ensure that

the grounds are maintained and the trees are healthy? How will funds be raised for the costs

associated with maintenance? If there are incidents at the dog park, who is liable? Etc.

Portland parks attract a lot of homeless and travellers. This needs to be proactively discussed

and discouraged. Also, habitat/wildlife protection and dog park activity do not coexist very easily.

You may have to pick one or the other. For example: http://birddigiscoper.com/dogimrev.pdf

(Please see comments detailed in 9a, above.)

I chose parking mostly because of the possibility of a farmers' market. With the new housing

going into the area, it is likely that may apartment dwellers will be parking on the local streets.

We, the neighbors and user of Westmoreland Woods will need to step up and take a

considerable amount of responsibility for the area. We will need to keep it clean and safe for all,

neighbors and users.



We do have a lot of squatters. This would be my concern.

In addition to camping in Moreland Woods, I’d be concerned about camping in Oaks Bottom,

assuming a trail were to connect the two spaces.

With the impending removal of the lot across from Wilhelm and the large number of residential

apartment buildings being built along Milwaukie and 13th, there is already not enough parking in

the area.

All of the choices are important. How will it be administered? Will it be a private group /

volunteers? Camping and safety is already a problem, how will it be handled and by whom? The

nearby neighbors would have a different environment than the quiet (mostly) now. (what are the

plans for the Portland Memorial? This property has been zoned for cemetery use for many

years)

I hope that it will not be considered public land, as it might be taken over by those in need of

shelter. The trees will need some husbandry so the area is safe. Maintenance needs to be built

into any type of agreement if the community buys it.

Use as Oaks Bottom is currently used...for nature

I would like most to see the space transform into something w/ a clear purpose. Right now its

value is abstract, and only tangible to those who use it as a dog park, or value it as buffer open

space. Both of those are important. The trees matter. But to sustain its existence, it needs to be

shown to offer a path towards stewardship. Who will take care of it? The people that it gives

something to. Honestly, I think a skate park would be a huge benefit and something many many

families and kids would get huge value from.

With our current homeless crisis, this area could be victim to camping and the unfortunate debris

that comes along with it

2 acres is WAY to small for apartments, mini mansions, whatever you want to call it. And of

course, there would be no parking for tenants so more cars will be on the side streets. There are

too many apartments being built in the area already.

Sellwood-Moreland is blessed with a lot of parks and wildlife areas. Portland needs more

housing inventory with the current and expected growth especially affordable housing. I would be

a proponent of dense housing in this location especially if it was somehow made affordable.

Someone would have to take responsibility for its upkeep. The City is not likely to want to expend

limited resources on it. If it became part of the school grounds, students could have more of a

role in policing and protecting an area that they have ownership in.

Illegal camping already happens. Fortunately, Wilhelm enforces and supervises the area. My

biggest concern is that would be lost in a new open space arrangement.

We are terribly concerned about the possibility (and likelihood) that any open space in an urban

area, including this one, will be used for illegal camping and illicit drug use. We live two blocks

from here and pass it every single day, many times, and both of these activities happen here

often. I often see people sleeping under the trees at 5am in the morning, likely high or drunk.

People stumble in and out of these woods all day and evening long with drugs and alcohol. My

kids also refer to "the wall" as a high drug use area. So, if this were to stay open space having

some sort of public safety presence would be necessary to deter these activities and keep it safe



for the kids and other people you want it to serve.

but this isn't currently a problem...

We have enough developed land. Developed land is in the 90+% range. We need to preserve

every last wooded area we have. Nature is crucial to our survival on the planet. It in itself has a

right to exist. Money is the last thing we need more of.

I don't want to see a wild area lose its "wildness." I like the idea of a totally undeveloped, quiet,

natural area for nature lovers.

Squatters are popping up all over town. It would be horrible if this happened in the westmoreland

woods location...

I’ve noticed that many homeless people live there

Not sure about my answer - if this is a city-owned property does it go in Parks and Rec budget?

Or is it a private and they pay for upkeep ?

Unauthorized camping and resulting public health and safety issues

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

This neighborhood has abundant open space. Many other neighborhoods do not. EVERY

neighborhood needs and deserves open space. As much as I value it, I think that limited

resources should be used wisely, and to benefit Portland residents equitably. There are many

areas of North Portland and outer southeast that need open space much more than we do.

This is a great idea and would only, as I see it, be a positive!

Homeless camping is a concern, but no different from the entire neighborhood, so not an

obstacle to going forward.

When you ask how to "keep it natural" I understand there are exceptions to be made. A dog park

is nice but would have to be too large to maintain a sense of open and quiet space. A designated

parking area is just asinine - you can park and walk a block or two or more. Connecting the park

to the hobo-trail (sorry, not very PC) down below is a good idea, but is it? Soft, energy efficient

and not disruptive lights would be nice to have after dark but there is great concern for disrupting

the animals and local residents. Policing it, keeping it clean, keeping it safe (next to an

elementary school!) is a concern. But the last thing this area - this ENTIRE CITY - needs is more

living space. It is already expensive enough to live here because of the lack of affordable

housing - that has been an issue for 10+ years. Stop building more, just build better and think

less with your wallet and more with your heart.

Given the increasing safety concerns with Oaks Bottom and proximity to the elementary school,

that is the only reason I did not suggest adding a trail to Oaks Bottom.

It looks currently like a great spot for camping, the visibility is very low at night into all areas of

the open space, and it's away from major roads where there are more "eyes" on a public park.

These are significant barriers to developing this further into a space for kids.

It sounds like the plan is to turn the space into a park/playground/occasional farmer's market

while leaving it unchanged. This does not seem like a valid plan. The space would likely be best

utilized for housing. The city is facing a HOUSING CRISIS, not a park crisis.



I would also be concerned about maintenance costs and public safety. Given that the neighbors

already deal with the Llewellyn traffic, I'm not sure how much more impact another use of the

space would have, especially if the parking situation remains the same.

We simply need to have more ability to report and move illegal camping out of our parks and

protected areas

Why can I only choose one? Several of these worry me. But mostly that doesn’t seem like a

priority for public money at a city level.

Let's not spend money on preserving something that just becomes a trashed campground. I'd

rather see development than that. Don't connect it to Oaks Bottom, don't have a lot of covered

spaces. Do add some small amenities that will make it more highly used by the community, like a

plaground or picnic tables or amphitheater. It's currently fairly underused.

It would be a pretty small park, so I'm not concerned about parking since it would likely attract

mostly neighborhood residents.

All of the concerns listed (except loss of developable land) are worthy of further investigation. I

really need to become more informed before answering.

If the area is to be developed and maintained as an open it's vital that there are funds and

mechanisms to assure it is well maintained, safe for everyone, and beneficial to a large number

of community members.

Parks and Recreation budget being cut by 5% and the loss of the Sellwood Community Center

are of much greater concern to me than the development on this site. I would be interested in

using the site for a facility that provides the same types of significant classes/services that we

are losing for the community this summer when the community center closes. Should it remain a

"natural area", safety and the costs of development and maintenance are my primary concerns.

Of course, all of the concerns you list here are important. At the same time, with active

stewardship the Moreland Woods would tend to be problem-free. Engage the kids from the start,

help them to love the place. They will not hurt it, they will help protect the woods. We need to

believe in our kids, and give them a way to have stewardship roles in their own neighborhood.

Thank you to everyone responsible for this wonderful effort. And I love the graphic of the tree

and bird--it's perfect!

My concerns are actually very small. Camping and disruption are my main concerns, but really,

it's ridiculous to suggest that we would stop creating parks in order to discourage encampments.

Developing the land into a well-maintained park would actually discourage camping, compared

to how it is now. Currently, the land isn't well utilized because it hasn't yet been developed into a

maintained space, but doing just that would change everything. Besides, Oaks bottom has poor

access, and once you are "down" there it is a project getting back up -- we need another usable

green space!

Open space needs constant protection or else it is always on the chopping block

First figure out who will own the property if you succeed in raising sufficient funds to purchase it.

I would not want Moreland Woods to become a camping ground.

Do neighbors currently express concerns for the sort of use it’s getting now?



Additionally, camping by homeless already may be a problem on this lot, Providing benches or

other covered structures, while very appealing for visitors and educational groups, likely would

serve as an invitation for the homeless to use the land and bring with them all of the usual

problems: trash, human waste, etc. It is quite a shame these concerns give me great pause

when this space has such great potential for neighborhood use.

Let’s appreciate non developmental spaces. Ones that we care for and care about. Keep it

clean. Berries in control. Things like that.

I am in support of all of the suggestions above but most of all I would love to see a trail (and bike

path) down to Oaks Bottom and the Springwater Corridor.. The current access for bicycles is

dangerous. Millwaukee is not wide enough for parked cars, bicycles and heavy traffic and it is

the only way to get there that is close to on the way. I bicycle downtown whenever I can and a

safer and shorter access would mean a great deal to me. I like having the trees and no

commercial development but if I had access to Springwater I would be willing to allow some

commercial development.

Regarding my answers in question 10, I do not want to see permanent structures built on this

land. A collapsible tent provides plenty of shelter for a class to hang out under. Regarding

question 11, my second biggest concern would be maintenance costs and third, public safety.

We already have a problem with people camping and parking RVs all around us. I think we

would want to maintain the current level of control we have access to at this time, although it isn't

much.

Camping is an issue of concern that could be addressed with appropriate management. I would

also support trail access from Moreland woods down to the Oaks Bottom trail with the exception

that it would then provide additional access into the neighborhood by homeless folks. Agin, these

issues could be addressed by appropriate management of the site.

Who would patrol the area?

Habitat before humans demands!

My concerns regarding the space remaining open are primarily based on who will manage it:

Who will make sure that there is no camping/garbage/vandalism/drug use? Who will ensure that

the grounds are maintained and the trees are healthy? How will funds be raised for the costs

associated with maintenance? If there are incidents at the dog park, who is liable? Etc.

Portland parks attract a lot of homeless and travellers. This needs to be proactively discussed

and discouraged. Also, habitat/wildlife protection and dog park activity do not coexist very easily.

You may have to pick one or the other. For example: http://birddigiscoper.com/dogimrev.pdf

(Please see comments detailed in 9a, above.)

I chose parking mostly because of the possibility of a farmers' market. With the new housing

going into the area, it is likely that may apartment dwellers will be parking on the local streets.

We, the neighbors and user of Westmoreland Woods will need to step up and take a

considerable amount of responsibility for the area. We will need to keep it clean and safe for all,

neighbors and users.

We do have a lot of squatters. This would be my concern.



In addition to camping in Moreland Woods, I’d be concerned about camping in Oaks Bottom,

assuming a trail were to connect the two spaces.

With the impending removal of the lot across from Wilhelm and the large number of residential

apartment buildings being built along Milwaukie and 13th, there is already not enough parking in

the area.

All of the choices are important. How will it be administered? Will it be a private group /

volunteers? Camping and safety is already a problem, how will it be handled and by whom? The

nearby neighbors would have a different environment than the quiet (mostly) now. (what are the

plans for the Portland Memorial? This property has been zoned for cemetery use for many

years)

I hope that it will not be considered public land, as it might be taken over by those in need of

shelter. The trees will need some husbandry so the area is safe. Maintenance needs to be built

into any type of agreement if the community buys it.

Use as Oaks Bottom is currently used...for nature

I would like most to see the space transform into something w/ a clear purpose. Right now its

value is abstract, and only tangible to those who use it as a dog park, or value it as buffer open

space. Both of those are important. The trees matter. But to sustain its existence, it needs to be

shown to offer a path towards stewardship. Who will take care of it? The people that it gives

something to. Honestly, I think a skate park would be a huge benefit and something many many

families and kids would get huge value from.

With our current homeless crisis, this area could be victim to camping and the unfortunate debris

that comes along with it

2 acres is WAY to small for apartments, mini mansions, whatever you want to call it. And of

course, there would be no parking for tenants so more cars will be on the side streets. There are

too many apartments being built in the area already.

Sellwood-Moreland is blessed with a lot of parks and wildlife areas. Portland needs more

housing inventory with the current and expected growth especially affordable housing. I would be

a proponent of dense housing in this location especially if it was somehow made affordable.

Someone would have to take responsibility for its upkeep. The City is not likely to want to expend

limited resources on it. If it became part of the school grounds, students could have more of a

role in policing and protecting an area that they have ownership in.

Illegal camping already happens. Fortunately, Wilhelm enforces and supervises the area. My

biggest concern is that would be lost in a new open space arrangement.

We are terribly concerned about the possibility (and likelihood) that any open space in an urban

area, including this one, will be used for illegal camping and illicit drug use. We live two blocks

from here and pass it every single day, many times, and both of these activities happen here

often. I often see people sleeping under the trees at 5am in the morning, likely high or drunk.

People stumble in and out of these woods all day and evening long with drugs and alcohol. My

kids also refer to "the wall" as a high drug use area. So, if this were to stay open space having

some sort of public safety presence would be necessary to deter these activities and keep it safe

for the kids and other people you want it to serve.



A cluster of homes with some open space 104 23.4%

As many single-family homes as zoning allows 22 5%

Duplex/fourplex style homes 28 6.3%

Tiny homes 86 19.4%

Housing for specific group- elderly/ public service/ low income 92 20.7%

Mixed public space and low-impact development 276 62.2%

Other 56 12.6%

but this isn't currently a problem...

We have enough developed land. Developed land is in the 90+% range. We need to preserve

every last wooded area we have. Nature is crucial to our survival on the planet. It in itself has a

right to exist. Money is the last thing we need more of.

I don't want to see a wild area lose its "wildness." I like the idea of a totally undeveloped, quiet,

natural area for nature lovers.

Squatters are popping up all over town. It would be horrible if this happened in the westmoreland

woods location...

Third: this last set of questions ask you to consider to what
extent you would support residential development at
Moreland Woods if it were the only means for preserving a
portion of it.

Please share your opinions about the level of residential
development you would like to see at Moreland Woods.

12. If Moreland Woods were developed for residential use, I prefer to see:
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A cluster of homes with some open space 104 23.4%

As many single-family homes as zoning allows 22 5%

Duplex/fourplex style homes 28 6.3%

Tiny homes 86 19.4%

Housing for specific group- elderly/ public service/ low income 92 20.7%

Mixed public space and low-impact development 276 62.2%

Other 56 12.6%

Loss of nature and visual beauty 270 60.8%

Traffic and parking impact on community 46 10.4%

Overly-dense development 51 11.5%

Loss of potential future access for Llewellyn Elementary School 33 7.4%

Loss of potential future access for Moreland Farmers Market 7 1.6%

I do not have any concerns 10 2.3%

Other 27 6.1%

Loss of nature and visual beauty 270 60.8%

Traffic and parking impact on community 46 10.4%

Overly-dense development 51 11.5%

Loss of potential future access for Llewellyn Elementary School 33 7.4%

Loss of potential future access for Moreland Farmers Market 7 1.6%

I do not have any concerns 10 2.3%

Other 27 6.1%

13. If Moreland Woods were developed for residential use, my greatest concern
would be:

No development (natural area only) [14. Please rank the following development
scenarios in order of your preference (1 =Best, 5 =Worst) ]

60.8%



1-Best 311 70%

2 97 21.8%

3 21 4.7%

4 9 2%

5-Worst 6 1.4%

1-Best 311 70%

2 97 21.8%

3 21 4.7%

4 9 2%

5-Worst 6 1.4%

1-Best 143 32.2%

2 245 55.2%

3 24 5.4%

4 21 4.7%

5-Worst 11 2.5%

1-Best 143 32.2%

2 245 55.2%

3 24 5.4%

4 21 4.7%

5-Worst 11 2.5%

Park development (park with recreational facilities) [14. Please rank the following
development scenarios in order of your preference (1 =Best, 5 =Worst) ]

Partial development (park/recreational facilities along side 2-4 lots for housing) [14.
Please rank the following development scenarios in order of your preference (1
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1-Best 12 2.7%

2 34 7.7%

3 286 64.4%

4 75 16.9%

5-Worst 37 8.3%

1-Best 12 2.7%

2 34 7.7%

3 286 64.4%

4 75 16.9%

5-Worst 37 8.3%

1-Best 10 2.3%

2 14 3.2%

3 50 11.3%

4 211 47.5%

5-Worst 159 35.8%

1-Best 10 2.3%

=Best, 5 =Worst) ]

Unconventional development (cluster cottages/low-income housing with no public
access) [14. Please rank the following development scenarios in order of your
preference (1 =Best, 5 =Worst) ]
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2 14 3.2%

3 50 11.3%

4 211 47.5%

5-Worst 159 35.8%

1-Best 6 1.4%

2 13 2.9%

3 18 4.1%

4 117 26.4%

5-Worst 290 65.3%

1-Best 6 1.4%

2 13 2.9%

3 18 4.1%

4 117 26.4%

5-Worst 290 65.3%

Conventional development (single-family homes) [14. Please rank the following
development scenarios in order of your preference (1 =Best, 5 =Worst) ]

14a. Comments (optional)

I'm mixed on leaving it all natural which seems safest and having park development that, if done

right, will enhance our community.

Don't build some high density, high rise boxy housing.

Mainly I hope to preserve the mature trees, regardless of whether the land remains public or

accessible to the school or farmer's market. I'm sceptical that conventional housing could be

built, but considering the value of river view houses in that area, it seems likely that small

cottages, tiny homes, or even regular sized houses custom designed around the trees could be

profitably built. If a special zoning could be imposed to protect the trees indefinitely, I would

support private residential development.

I’ve experienced this kind of survey before. Done by out of state developers as a mandatory

hoop to jump thru. The problem is,you assholes are not required to follow thru with what the
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community desires. As far as I’m concearned, you can go fuck yourselves.

The land is obviously precious in so many ways. At the very least, none of it should be wasted

on short-sighted purposes like parking or single-family homes. A combination of small-footprint,

dense affordable housing and natural space would be ideal.

All development is a 5 to me.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

it is upsetting to think that the property owner makes these choices without any consideration of

community or nature. and yet like that's what we get with our colonial capitalist commodification

of our planet earth. thanks for trying to save this space. there are very few of these spaces left in

our neighborhood.

Enhance habitat, but provide limited access so people can enjoy it. We could have a community

planting day to plant natives. Community built cob structures would be cool too (and

economical). (cobcottage.com)

My huge preference is to preserve this area as a natural, open space

This is a one way street that is already highly congested. I oppose any plan that would bring in

more traffic to this neighborhood.

Stop developing our city. We are going to look like the planet Coruscant from Star Wars soon.

I would like to see this remain a natural area with minimal facilities. I would not be opposed to

benches or facilities for nature studies, such as an amphitheater made out of logs, or possibly a

covered area (though would prefer not. I am not sure what qualifies "recreational facilities" but

would not like to see play structures. Those can be found next door at the school.

NO residential or commercial development !!!!!! NONE!!

If development can preserve at least half the trees, I think residential makes sense, especially so

close to the school. If we want to put public money into it let it be for affordable housing.

That street is narrow and cannot support more cars, much less any off street parking.

Our community needs to s l o w d o w n and think about what we're creating .... the Sellwood-

Moreland neighborhood cannot keep adding apartment complex after complex without simply

destroying the character of what makes this a great place to live. Please save this space. We

don't need more development.

It would depend on the type of rec facilities. E. g. I wouldn't like to see basketball courts, but

would love to see placards about the natural area and picnic tables for public use. Not sure how

I'd feel about permanent structures like bathrooms. Again, I think it's small enough that it would

mostly draw from the surrounding neighborhood, not be a city-wide draw like a larger park such

as Mt Tabor.

Thank you for the opportunity to take part in the discussion before the decision and building

begins.

No dogs in any of the options, previous page or this page, please.

As the city gets denser it is imperative that open spaces are obtained to support a larger

population, this is a fragile area and could be a great connection to the Oaks bottom area below



both for people and wildlife.

I would prefer unconventional development with some public access to partial development

along 2-4 lots for housing.

I could see having a public space with some kind of community center for the neighborhood.

NO DEVELOPMENT

The survey forces the respondent to choose from a limited list of options without providing any

information about how the property is zoned, what banks are willing to finance, what the buyer

demands are, etc. Since I am forced to answer the question, I randomly chose options. They do

not necessarily reflect my opinion.

Pave paradise and put up a parking lot. No

Sellwood is a great & unique neighborhood to live in, & I totally understand the desire to live here

& wanting to make it more available to others by creating more housing. I get it! But in the six

years I’ve lived here after moving from Seattle to be with my then-boyfriend, now-husband (who

is a long-term Sellwood resident), I’ve seen so much of what makes this neighborhood so unique

& special & fun destroyed to make way for condos. The metal sculpture store that used to be on

13th, long-standing businesses like Mike’s drive-in & the Black Cat Tavern, numerous beautiful &

historically important houses, now the loss of the farmer’s market (& Christmas tree farm in

December)...it’s a real shame that to bring people to our special neighborhood, so many of the

things that make it special in the first place are being lost. I truly hope that the Moreland Woods,

which do add to the character & feel of Sellwood as well as providing important habitat for the

wild birds we are so fortunate to have around here, & which have the possibility of adding even

more value to the area as a proper park & maybe even a new space for the farmer’s market, are

spared & preserved.

Best would be a park with a bike path down to Oaks Bottom.

If they build homes, they will cut down the trees.

Smaller homes if development happens is preferred.

I think this neighborhood has seen as much "development" as it needs to. Can't they build their

crappy apartments in someone else's neighborhood? Let's see how another neighborhood likes

it.

GROWING TO MUCH!!! More people causes problems . Crime, parking

I have watched the new park being built around SW 30th and Freeman St. above Multnomah

Village and I am appalled. It looks like in the name of handicapped access, they have provided

an Olympic skateboard track down the hillside. Will we have any control over our park?

No apartments please. We have had too many build in the neighborhood, many without parking.

Protect Moreland Woods!

No more housing!

Because I am not clear on how any project will be managed, I do not have any preference.

My greatest worry is that we'll be saddled with some kind of overly dense, no-parking,

congested, pack-em-in-like-sardines, hipster-bait, UGLY EYESORE like "The Barracks" (which is

what I call the chock-a-block, three-story condos that recently went in on SE 16th Avenue, not far



from the post office). I would rather have a modest development of tiny homes, or a small (i.e.

NORMAL-SIZED) collection of tasteful Portland homes that still allows for FlexSpace / mixed-use

activities and (above all) sight-lines. If real-estate development *does* befall this parcel, I would

emphatically move for public access (like sidewalks, public walkways, etc.), and a bona fide trail

leading down into Oaks Bottom Nature Preserve. But dear gods, let's figure out a preservation

route, as we do not need high-density or other urban infill in this neighborhood. Leave that for the

River Front and the Pearl.

This area, as an open space, is a Westmoreland gem. It is an important asset to the surrounding

businesses and high density apartment complexes. The fact is that it needs to be incorporated

into the neighborhood structure and not be lost due to lack of long term planning or coming up

with a creative solution.

NO HOUSING AT ALL!!!!

The only reason I would want the woods to be (hopefully partially) developed is for low income

housing or tiny houses.

It is already getting too crowded in the are with the addition of the town house that were recently

put in. What has kept me in the area is the access to natural spaces such as the Moreland

Woods.

This area is in the liquefaction zone in terms of earthquakes. It would be a poor place to put any

type of housing, sadly.

WE are already overcrowded, living on top of each other and nature is being eliminated, we need

to see nature as our partner and leave her some space to flourish amongst humans. This is

already a place of connection for our community....we can just make it more intentional place

Please note that the parenthetical details substantially alter what could otherwise be one's

preferences. Example: I'd have put the "unconventional development" higher in my preferences

but you've tied it to "no public access". WHY???

keep the trees - incorporate into any development

I could see some single family homes built along the road, with open space behind the houses

for a nature study area, and an access trail provided down to Oaks Bottom to extend the nature

study opportunities.

Those huge Doug Firs provide a wonderful respite for our neighborhood. It would be absolutely

disgusting if those trees were cut down for a housing development!!

KEEP THE TREES! Seriously. KEEP THE TREES! I promise you don't want Sellwood residents

interfering with you precious developments. We'll do everything we can to ensure development

will be your worst nightmare. Not being mean, just being real. KEEP THE TREES!

the worst would be like what is happened on the end of our street (Yukon/Milwaukie) with the

developer who has no regard for community impact and is cramming the maximum amount of

units in a four story complex with zero parking... and no retail on the main floor that would at

least contribute to the community.

I think there are plenty of other areas in Portland where you can build housing; I don't think we

need to building more on this piece of land. I hope this land continue to be used as an open



community space. A park with minimal development would be nice, but I would hope they

conserve as much nature as possible.

I'm mixed on leaving it all natural which seems safest and having park development that, if done

right, will enhance our community.

Don't build some high density, high rise boxy housing.

Mainly I hope to preserve the mature trees, regardless of whether the land remains public or

accessible to the school or farmer's market. I'm sceptical that conventional housing could be

built, but considering the value of river view houses in that area, it seems likely that small

cottages, tiny homes, or even regular sized houses custom designed around the trees could be

profitably built. If a special zoning could be imposed to protect the trees indefinitely, I would

support private residential development.

I’ve experienced this kind of survey before. Done by out of state developers as a mandatory

hoop to jump thru. The problem is,you assholes are not required to follow thru with what the

community desires. As far as I’m concearned, you can go fuck yourselves.

The land is obviously precious in so many ways. At the very least, none of it should be wasted

on short-sighted purposes like parking or single-family homes. A combination of small-footprint,

dense affordable housing and natural space would be ideal.

All development is a 5 to me.

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

it is upsetting to think that the property owner makes these choices without any consideration of

community or nature. and yet like that's what we get with our colonial capitalist commodification

of our planet earth. thanks for trying to save this space. there are very few of these spaces left in

our neighborhood.

Enhance habitat, but provide limited access so people can enjoy it. We could have a community

planting day to plant natives. Community built cob structures would be cool too (and

economical). (cobcottage.com)

My huge preference is to preserve this area as a natural, open space

This is a one way street that is already highly congested. I oppose any plan that would bring in

more traffic to this neighborhood.

Stop developing our city. We are going to look like the planet Coruscant from Star Wars soon.

I would like to see this remain a natural area with minimal facilities. I would not be opposed to

benches or facilities for nature studies, such as an amphitheater made out of logs, or possibly a

covered area (though would prefer not. I am not sure what qualifies "recreational facilities" but

would not like to see play structures. Those can be found next door at the school.

NO residential or commercial development !!!!!! NONE!!

If development can preserve at least half the trees, I think residential makes sense, especially so

close to the school. If we want to put public money into it let it be for affordable housing.

That street is narrow and cannot support more cars, much less any off street parking.

Our community needs to s l o w d o w n and think about what we're creating .... the Sellwood-



Moreland neighborhood cannot keep adding apartment complex after complex without simply

destroying the character of what makes this a great place to live. Please save this space. We

don't need more development.

It would depend on the type of rec facilities. E. g. I wouldn't like to see basketball courts, but

would love to see placards about the natural area and picnic tables for public use. Not sure how

I'd feel about permanent structures like bathrooms. Again, I think it's small enough that it would

mostly draw from the surrounding neighborhood, not be a city-wide draw like a larger park such

as Mt Tabor.

Thank you for the opportunity to take part in the discussion before the decision and building

begins.

No dogs in any of the options, previous page or this page, please.

As the city gets denser it is imperative that open spaces are obtained to support a larger

population, this is a fragile area and could be a great connection to the Oaks bottom area below

both for people and wildlife.

I would prefer unconventional development with some public access to partial development

along 2-4 lots for housing.

I could see having a public space with some kind of community center for the neighborhood.

NO DEVELOPMENT

The survey forces the respondent to choose from a limited list of options without providing any

information about how the property is zoned, what banks are willing to finance, what the buyer

demands are, etc. Since I am forced to answer the question, I randomly chose options. They do

not necessarily reflect my opinion.

Pave paradise and put up a parking lot. No

Sellwood is a great & unique neighborhood to live in, & I totally understand the desire to live here

& wanting to make it more available to others by creating more housing. I get it! But in the six

years I’ve lived here after moving from Seattle to be with my then-boyfriend, now-husband (who

is a long-term Sellwood resident), I’ve seen so much of what makes this neighborhood so unique

& special & fun destroyed to make way for condos. The metal sculpture store that used to be on

13th, long-standing businesses like Mike’s drive-in & the Black Cat Tavern, numerous beautiful &

historically important houses, now the loss of the farmer’s market (& Christmas tree farm in

December)...it’s a real shame that to bring people to our special neighborhood, so many of the

things that make it special in the first place are being lost. I truly hope that the Moreland Woods,

which do add to the character & feel of Sellwood as well as providing important habitat for the

wild birds we are so fortunate to have around here, & which have the possibility of adding even

more value to the area as a proper park & maybe even a new space for the farmer’s market, are

spared & preserved.

Best would be a park with a bike path down to Oaks Bottom.

If they build homes, they will cut down the trees.

Smaller homes if development happens is preferred.

I think this neighborhood has seen as much "development" as it needs to. Can't they build their



crappy apartments in someone else's neighborhood? Let's see how another neighborhood likes

it.

GROWING TO MUCH!!! More people causes problems . Crime, parking

I have watched the new park being built around SW 30th and Freeman St. above Multnomah

Village and I am appalled. It looks like in the name of handicapped access, they have provided

an Olympic skateboard track down the hillside. Will we have any control over our park?

No apartments please. We have had too many build in the neighborhood, many without parking.

Protect Moreland Woods!

No more housing!

Because I am not clear on how any project will be managed, I do not have any preference.

My greatest worry is that we'll be saddled with some kind of overly dense, no-parking,

congested, pack-em-in-like-sardines, hipster-bait, UGLY EYESORE like "The Barracks" (which is

what I call the chock-a-block, three-story condos that recently went in on SE 16th Avenue, not far

from the post office). I would rather have a modest development of tiny homes, or a small (i.e.

NORMAL-SIZED) collection of tasteful Portland homes that still allows for FlexSpace / mixed-use

activities and (above all) sight-lines. If real-estate development *does* befall this parcel, I would

emphatically move for public access (like sidewalks, public walkways, etc.), and a bona fide trail

leading down into Oaks Bottom Nature Preserve. But dear gods, let's figure out a preservation

route, as we do not need high-density or other urban infill in this neighborhood. Leave that for the

River Front and the Pearl.

This area, as an open space, is a Westmoreland gem. It is an important asset to the surrounding

businesses and high density apartment complexes. The fact is that it needs to be incorporated

into the neighborhood structure and not be lost due to lack of long term planning or coming up

with a creative solution.

NO HOUSING AT ALL!!!!

The only reason I would want the woods to be (hopefully partially) developed is for low income

housing or tiny houses.

It is already getting too crowded in the are with the addition of the town house that were recently

put in. What has kept me in the area is the access to natural spaces such as the Moreland

Woods.

This area is in the liquefaction zone in terms of earthquakes. It would be a poor place to put any

type of housing, sadly.

WE are already overcrowded, living on top of each other and nature is being eliminated, we need

to see nature as our partner and leave her some space to flourish amongst humans. This is

already a place of connection for our community....we can just make it more intentional place

Please note that the parenthetical details substantially alter what could otherwise be one's

preferences. Example: I'd have put the "unconventional development" higher in my preferences

but you've tied it to "no public access". WHY???

keep the trees - incorporate into any development

I could see some single family homes built along the road, with open space behind the houses



I can volunteer time (awareness/ organizing/ events) 68 15.3%

I can offer services (advising/ planning/ building/ legal/ other). Please specify in the "comment" box. 23 5.2%

I can help fundraise (events, grant writing, pledge drives) 24 5.4%

for a nature study area, and an access trail provided down to Oaks Bottom to extend the nature

study opportunities.

Those huge Doug Firs provide a wonderful respite for our neighborhood. It would be absolutely

disgusting if those trees were cut down for a housing development!!

KEEP THE TREES! Seriously. KEEP THE TREES! I promise you don't want Sellwood residents

interfering with you precious developments. We'll do everything we can to ensure development

will be your worst nightmare. Not being mean, just being real. KEEP THE TREES!

the worst would be like what is happened on the end of our street (Yukon/Milwaukie) with the

developer who has no regard for community impact and is cramming the maximum amount of

units in a four story complex with zero parking... and no retail on the main floor that would at

least contribute to the community.

I think there are plenty of other areas in Portland where you can build housing; I don't think we

need to building more on this piece of land. I hope this land continue to be used as an open

community space. A park with minimal development would be nice, but I would hope they

conserve as much nature as possible.

Almost done. Just one last thing...

Sustained community support will be essential to make this
vision a reality. How would you like to be involved?

15. I would like to get involved in helping to preserve Moreland Woods as a
community asset
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Maybe, please keep me informed 236 53.2%

I may consider financial support or an in-kind donation 157 35.4%

No, thank you 93 20.9%

Other 15 3.4%

I can volunteer time (awareness/ organizing/ events) 68 15.3%

I can offer services (advising/ planning/ building/ legal/ other). Please specify in the "comment" box. 23 5.2%

I can help fundraise (events, grant writing, pledge drives) 24 5.4%

Maybe, please keep me informed 236 53.2%

I may consider financial support or an in-kind donation 157 35.4%

No, thank you 93 20.9%

Other 15 3.4%

15a. Comment (optional)

If a dogpark, can volunteer clean-up time (minimal) and donations of money.

I might be able to make introductions for financing alternatives, also there is an organization that

I know of that buys undeveloped land for preservation purposes. I don't know much about it nor

the criteria involved but would be willing to look into it. I know about this through work with

Columbia River keepers.

I am currently involved

I just don't want this space to become a chronic homeless camp filled with trash, needles, and

human waste.

My husband is a landscape architect and may be able to advise on any park development

related plans, and is familiar with city standards and permitting processes for parks.

Age & health problems mean I can't even take care of our own home-site.

angela.zehava@stanfordalumni.org

I will help as my other time and family commitments allow.

Retired and on a fixed income. I would offer support where I could.

Retired and regularly care for 3 grandkids, so time and energy is very limited. Want to stay

informed and would attend/support fund-raisers. Thank you!!

I am not in a financial position to give money to anything but my own debts. My family is very

close to being priced out of this neighborhood, this entire city. Sometimes I literally have $10 or

less in my bank account. Thank you for all you do for giving to this for those of us who cannot.

Does every bit of space have to be developed for housing? Our neighborhood is already on the

way to being ruined with all the apartments, with no on-site parking, that have infested Sellwood

for the past several years. Maybe when the "neighborhoodness" of Sellwood is completely

destroyed people will stop moving here. The greed of the city of Portland, developers, etc., is

making living here less desirable on a daily basis. Just too many people and their cars.


